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MARKET SEGMENTATTON APPLTED TO THE CONSUI{ER OF PANYHOSE

ABSTRACT

Market segimentatíon, a type of marketing strategy, has

been successfully applied to many products" Little market

segmentation research, however, has been done for apparel

items. The overall purpose of this study was to determine if
consumers of pantyhose could be segmented based on the pur-
chasing behavi-our of private and national brands.

Ninety-eight \¡¡omen, members of an existing consumer

panel in winnipeg, were requested to maintain records of their
pantyhose purchases for six months. Of the ninety-eight
women, forty-nine r^/ere classified as light buyers and forty-
nine were classified as heavy buyers. The purchasing

behaviour of the heavy buyers was examined and analyzeð, to de-

termine which segments existed, of which segment each

respondent was a member, and which demographic, socioeconomic

and purchasing behaviour characteristics distinquished one

segment from another.

seven segments lrere found in this study" They were the
High National Brand Loyal segment, the National Brand Loyal

segrment, the High Private Brand Loyal segment, the private

Brand Loyal segment, the National Brand switcher segment, the
Private Brand Switcher segment and the National /PrivaLe Brand

switcher segment" Each of the forty-nine heavy buyers could

be crassified into one of the seven segments" This cl_assifica-
tion was conducted using an index adapted for consumer

classification, and visual examination.



The following demograph,ic and socioeconomic character_

istics were examined: age of the respondent, educqtion of
the respondent, occupation of the respondent and occupation

of the husband of the respondent" None proved useful- in
distinguishing between the pantyhose purchase segments"

Two purchasing behaviour characteristics were examined

to determine if they courd be used to distinguish between the
pantyhose purchase segr-ments. They were degree of store
shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases exhibited by the
respondent and importance of brand names for pantyhose pur-
chases to the respondent" of these two, only the degree of
store shopping consistency proved useful in distinguishing
between pantyhose purchase segments " The results ind.icated

that as degree of store shopping consistency increased, so

did degree of loyalty to a type of brand, that is, a natj-onal
or private brand. As brand and type of brand switching in-
creased, so did store switching.

The results of the study showed that the consumer of
pantyhose may be segmented based on the purchasing behaviour
of private and national brands. Demographic and socioeconomic

characteristics did not prove useful in distinguishing bet\¡¡een

pantyhose purchase segments. one purchasing behaviour

characteristic, degree of store shopping consistency for panty-
hose purchases, could be used to distinguish between pantyhose

purchase segments"

Implementation of market segmentation strategy for
marketers of pantyhose may result in greater cost savings for
their firms" The pantyhose market consists of many different



submarkets with each submarket homogeneous in its purchasíng

behaviour. Aiming promotion and./or pricing policies at

only those submarkets concerned with either or both of those

marketing variables may result in a more efficient marketing

strategy "



The multitude of products available on the market to-
day has resulted in many approaches to marketing. Apparel,

one product classification, is influenced not only by

changes in d.emand, but also by changes in fashion, thus mak-

ing this market more unpredictable. The marketing of apparel

may be further complicated because most apparel items are

designed six months to a year before they are available in
retail outlets"

Since apparel items are d.esigned so far in advance,

the manufacturer and retailer face a certain amount of risk.
If the consumer does not accept certain styles, both time

and financial investment are lost. certain types of research

may be helpful in decreasing time and financial risk. Re-

search may be conducted to determine if consumers are

satisfied \,vith presently available products , íf they are

willing to accept some changes, and what changes they would

like to see or accept"

One method of research which may improve the market-

íng of apparel is market segmentation" Little segmentation

research and/or implementation, however, has been done in the

CHAPTER Ï
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apparel market. The long advanced planning of these pro-

ducts and the unpredictability of consumer acceptance have

discouraged market segmentation" It has been found help-
fuI, however, for many packaged convenience products. If
different consumer segments exist for different apparel

items, marketing strategies may be developed for individual
segrments which wil-l resul-t in greater cost savings for the

f irm"

One studyf presented by Richards and Sturman (1977),

gives the results of life style segmentation of an apparel

item, brassieres. They examined attitude and behaviour

characteristics of consumers of brassieres and developed

five consumer segments" An overal1 conclusion drawn from

the project was "that packaged goods market segmentation

techniques properly applied to the apparel industry can re-
duce risk and increase profits by broadening the knowledge

of the market, thereby reducing the areas of unpredicta-
bility inherent in decision makirg," (I977:B9) 

"

The study by Richards and Sturman shows that segrnen-

tation is possible with positive results for some

apparel- items" Pantyhose are packaged apparel products

sirnilar to brassieres" ft, therefore, may be possible to

appfy segmentation strategy to pantyhose" They are also

simifar to convenience products where marketers have used

market segmentation strategy successfully.

Blattberg and Sen (I97 4) suggest a method for market

segmentation utilizing both personal ch,aracteristics of the



individual and purchasing behaviour" Their method applied
to pantyhose may give the marketer information about the
existence of market segments, the size of each segment, the
purchasing behaviour of the segment, and the marketer may

be able to predict segrment membership based on consumer

characteri s ti cs .

PURPOSE

The overall purpose of the study is to determine if
consumers of pantyhose can be segmented based on the pur-
chasing behaviour of private and national brands.
SPECTFTC OBJECTTVES

I"

chasing behaviour of private and national
established for the consumer of pantyhose.

To determine which market segments,

2- To determine if an index, adapted for consumer classi-
fication' can be used to predict the market segrment into
which the consumer of pantyhose can be crassified.
3. To determine if the characteristics: age group of the
respondent, education of the respondent, occupation of the
respondent and occupation of the husband of the respondent,
can be used to identify the pantyhose purchase segments.

4" To determine of the purchasing behaviours: degree of
store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases exhibited
by the respondent and i-mportance of brand names for pantyhose
purchases to the respondent, can be used to identifv the
pantyhose purchase segrments.

based on the pur-

brands, can be



The specific objectives were

two operationalized objectives and

analyzed.

OPERATTONALI ZED OBJECSTVES

l-" Market segments, based on

private and national brands, can

sumer of pantyhose,

2. Each consumer of pantyhose

market segment by using an index

fication.

HYPOTHESES STATED IN NULL FORM

further developed into

six hypotheses and

3. The age group of the respondent cannot be used to dis-

tinguish between pantyhose purchase segments.

4.

the purchasing behaviour of

be established. for the con-

tinguish between pantyhose purchase segments.

The education of the respondent cannot be used to dis-

5. The occupation of the respondent cannot be used to

distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments"

can be classified into one

adapted for consumer classi-

6.

be used to distinguish between pantyhose purchase segrnents.

The occupation of the husband of the respondent cannot

7.

hose purchases exhibited by the respondent cannot be used to

distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments"

The degree of store shopping consistency for panty-

to the respondent cannot be used to distinguish between

pantyhose purchase segments.

DEFINITÏONS OF TERMS

The importance of brand names for pantyhose purchases

For the purpose of the study relevant terms were defined.



Market Segmentatíon is
into smaller groups of
aggregate individuals

I977:15) .

Brand Loyalty is defined as the tendency of some consumers

to purchase a particular type of brand consistently (devel-

oped from Enge1, Ko11at and Blackwel1:1968:547) 
"

store shopping consistency is defined as the tendency of
some consumers to shop in a particular store consistently
(developed from Enge1, Kollat and Blackwell:1968:547) 

"

A Manufacturer (National) Brand is defined as one ov/ned by

a company whose primary or traditional business is produc-

tíon (Muse and Hartung: I973:25) "

defined as the division of a market

individuals, ot, conversely,

into groups (Burger and Venkatesh:

A Distributor (Private) Brand i
company whose primary or traditional business is distribu-
tion (Muse and Hartungi: l-973225) "

A Convenience Purchase is defined

purchases immediately with minimum

(McCarthy z L97J-z 302) .

The following definitions of market segments are based

on Blattberg and SenzI976:35-37"

The High National Brand Loyal Segment is defined as

ment whose members are highly loyal to one national
with 90 to 100 per cent of their purchases being of
favorite brand.

s defined as one owned by a

The National Brand Loval

whose members are loval

as one that a consumer

of shopping effort

Segment is defined as a segment

to one national brand, however, not

a seg-

brand

their



as 1oyal as the High National Brand Loyal consumer" At

least 67 per cent of their purchases are of their favorite
brand" They switch occasionally to another brand but re-

turn to their favorite brand usuallv after a sincrle tría1
of another brand.

The Private Label Loyal Segment

members are loyal to the private

usuallv visit"
The National Brand Switcher Segment is defined as

whose members switch between only national brands

not loyal to any one brand"

The Private Label Switcher Secment is defined as

whose members switch between only private brands

loya1 to any one brand"

The NationaL/Prívate Switcher Segment is defined as a

is defined as a sesment whose

brand of the store thev

whose members switch between both national and private

and are not lova1 to anv one brand"

The National Brand Switcher (Deal) Seqment is

segment whose members have similar purchasing

the National Brand Switcher Segment, but most

chases of national brands are made on deal.

The Deal-Oriented Segment is defined as a segment whose mem-

bers buy almost exclusively on deal" They have no brand

preference and generally buy the lowest priced brand"

The Last Purchase Loyal Segment is defined as a segment

whose members buy one brand continuously on several occasions,

switch to another brand, buy that one continously on several-

a segment

and are

a segment

and are not

segment

brands

defined as a

behaviours to

of their pur-



occasions. This swj.tching may be between both national and

private brands" They are loyal to the last brand purchased.

ASSUMPTTON

The records of pantyhose purchases maintained by the

consumer panel are an accurate indication of their pantyhose

purchasing behaviour"

LÏ}If TATIONS

l-" Due to the time restraints, cost, and difficulty of

establishing a consumer panel, an existing consumer panel

in Winnipeg was used" The consumer panel may not be totally
representative of the population of Wínnipg because of the

unwillingness of some consumers to serve on consumer panels.

2. The small sample size limits the generalizatiors to be

made from the results of the studv.



In thís Chapter a revierv of literature relating to

the study will be given" Itlarket segmentation as a market-

i-ng strategy will be discussed. All market segments are

established according to one or more criteria and these

bases for rnarket segrmentation will be examined" Of inter-

est to marketers are the heavy buyers, and the division

of the market into light and heavy buyers will be present-

ed" Methods of determining to which segment a consumer

belongs will follow the discussion of I-ight and heavy buyers "

Segment membership may be determined through the use of

stochastic brand choice models or an index of continuity

of care adapted for consumer classification"
Consumer panelsr âs a method of obtaining purchasing

behaviour data, will be presented. After consumer panels,

pantyhose will be discussed. Pantyhose may be sold under

private or national brands and research examining this

type of classification will be revier^¡ed. To be reviewed

are consumer perceptions and purchasing characteristics of

private brand buyers and national brand buyers, price and

performance of private and national brands, and brand loyalty"

CHAPTER TT
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MARKET SEGMENTATION

Every marketer has to decide whether or not to follow
market segmenLation strategy. "The strategy of market seg-

mentatíon is the overall decision to divide or not to divid.e

markets into sub-groups and to develop distinct marketing

programs for one or more of the sub-groups chosen as target
segments such that the emergent segments are maximally use-

ful for the manager¡" (Berger and Venkatesh:1977:15) " The

decision to utilize market segrmentation is based upon whether

a product's market consists of heterogeneous or homogeneous

customers. "The logic of market segmentation is that no

market, however defined, is entirely homogeneous or entirely
heterogeneous. On the other hand, it contains elements both

of homogeneity and heterogeneity. Segimentatíon foll_ows the

wel]-known 'unity in diversity' logic and is operationalized

by j-ncreasing within group homogeneity and between group

heterogeneity, " (Burger and Venkatesh 21977:15) .

In a heterogfeneous market, different submarkets respond.

differently to changes in a firm's marketing variables.
These submarkets have different responses to price and pro-

motion which makes segmentation necessary" IrÍembers within
one group respond in the same manner but between group

response is different. fn a heterogeneous market, that is
treated as such, different price and promotional policies
are directed towards each submarket. Changes in policies
wi1l, therefore, resul-t in changes in demand for each sub-

market. Some submarkets may be interested in a price cut,



while others may be more affected by advertising" If the

market is treated homogeneously, however, a cut in price

may be wasted on those consumers not concerned with price.

By dírecting policies at only those segments that respond

to changes, increase in profíts may result if the profit

margin, that is the difference between sales and expensesf

is higher after segmenting the market"

In theory, a homogeneous market exists when all or

most of a firm's customers respond the same to changes in

a firm's marketing variables, for example, price or promotion"

In this case segmentation from a profit point of view is not

necessary. ff segmentation \^iere attempted, for example, a

different pricing policy directed at each submarket, the

costs involved would be unnecessary because most of the

market woul-d respond in the same manner to changes in price.

Those changies not affecting the market woul-d be wasted and

the costs invol-ved in segmentation would lower the profit

margin.

Market segmentation has become increasingly important

to marketers since the 1960's. In an article written by

William Reynolds (1965:107), Kenneth Swartz was quoted, "It
is nothing less than a revolutionary transformation which has

come over the mass consumer market during the past five years"

From a single homogeneous unit, the mass market has exploded

into a series of segmented, fragmented markets, each with

its own needs, tastes, and way of life""
Marketers through segmentation will be able to deal

10



with the segments individualllz ancl, therefore, penetrate and

develop the market. By redefining the market as consisting

of individual submarkets, the consumers will obtain more

precise satisfaction for their many wants" fncreased sales

may result at the same input cost or the same amount of

sales may result at lower costs"

Critería for Market Seqmentation

Markets can be segimented according to many criteria"

Frank (1968) and Blattberg and Sen (L974) reviewed research

using different criteria of segmentation. Frank categorized

segmentation approaches according to two overall main bases

(1968 z 43-44) z (1) personal characteristics of the indivi-

dual - demographic, socioeconomic and personality traits;
(2) purchasing behaviour - total consumption and brand

loyalty. Blattberg and Sen reviewed five main approaches to

segmentation and each approach may be classified within

Frank's bases. Frank and Blattberg and Sen focussed on the

disadvantages of each basis and approach"

As a result Blattberg and Sen further developed a new

approach in an attempt to overcome the disadvantages of the

other approaches" Theír alternative segmentation strategy

consisted of three stages: (1) segiment definition'i Q) con-

sumer classification; and (3) segment identification. Tn

segment definition, segments are defined according to con-

sumers' purchasing behaviours based on a prioriknowledge.

Each segment is different from another in some aspect of

purchasing behaviour"

11



In the second stage, consumer classification, stochas-

tic brand choice models, which represent the purchasing

behaviour of individual segments, are used in conjunction

with the Bayesian Model Discrimination Procedure (BDIS) "

The BDïS, a mathematical classification technique, classi-
fies consumers into the stochastic brand choice models best

representing the purchasing behaviours of the consumers.

Through this procedure, therefore, consumers are classified
into j-ndividual segments.

In segment identification, the third stage, socio-

economic and demographic information are examined to
identify characteristics common to a segment. This leads

to the determination of the size of each segment and

enables estimation of response functj-ons of each segment.

Segment membership may also be predicted based on consumer

characteristics (Blattberg and Sen: J-97 4z28) " This prediction

may only be done if each segment is homogeneous in one or

more characteristics and if each segment is different from

another segment in one or more characteristics"

The homogeneity within segments and heterogeneity

between segments should result in differences between seg-

ments in responses to marketing variables, for example,

price or promotion" AIso the principal behavioural charac-

teristics, for example, brand loyalty patterns, used in
establishing the segments lead to easy segment interpreta-
tion "

I2



Using consumer panel data, Blattberg and Sen (L976)

developed nine market segrments based on three "di'mensions

of a consumer's purchasing behaviour: the brand purchased,

the store shopped, and the price paidr " (7976:35) " The

nine segments developed are shown in Table 1" Blattberg

and Sen showed that their approach could be used in develop-

ing market segments and implemented the first two stagies.

Division of Light and Heavy Buyers

To segment consumers based on their purchasing be-

haviour, a decision has to be made as to which respondents

to segment" Of interest to many marketers are heavy

buyers as they result in the most sales. When advertisirg,
marketers should use those media which reach the heavy

users. Aiming promotion at the heavy buyers results in
greater cost savings because a larger sales volume part of

the market is reached"

Two methods of the division of the market into light
and heavy buyers have been presented by Twedt (1964) and

Blattberg and Sen (1976). Using purchase diaries of the

Chicago Tribune consumer pane1, Twedt (1964:7I) conducted

an analysis "of the degree of purchase concentration in
eighteen product categories". He divided the consumers

based on purchasing volume into two groups separating the

groups at the med.ian purchase point" This resulted in a

light-using half and a heavy-using half of consumers. He

found t'that the heavy-using household buys more, buys more

often, and. buys more different brands," (1964:71). For one

13



TABLE I

NTNE FACTAL TTSSUE MARKET SEGMENTS AS
DEVELOPED BY BLATTBERG AND SEN

High National Brand Loyal
National Brand Loval
National Brand Switcher
Private Label Loyal
Private Label Switcher
National /Pr ivaLe Brand
Last Purchase Loyal
National Brand Switcher
Deal-Oriented

Source: Blattberq and Senzl-976: 35-37.

product examined, lemon-l-ime beverages, the heavy-users pur-

chased nine times as much as the light-users.

In Blattberg and Senos study (7976) of segmentation,

they used consumers who had made a minimum of five purchases

for the second stage" They found this minimum aided in

representing most of their segments by multinomial and

Markov models. Their division of light and heavy buyers for

their study was, therefore, five purchases.

Bl-attberg and Sen and Twedt have both implemented the

division of light and heavy buyers. This division is of in-

terest to many marketers because heavy buyers are becoming

an important segment of the market.

Market Seqmentation Classification Techniques

Switcher

(Dea1)

1,4

Using Blattberg and Senrs approach, once market seg-

ments have been established, individual respondents have to



be classified into those segments which best describe the

individualrs purchasing behaviour. Two alternative methods

of classification are stochastic brand choice models with
the use of the Bayesian Model Discrimination procedure or

an index adapted for consumer classification" Blattberg and

Sen (L976) have shown that simple stochastíc brand choice

models can represent the purchasing behaviour of various

segments and lead to easy classification, especially for large

samples. An index adapted for consumer classification, the

index of continuity of care (Bice and Boxerman 21977) , pre-

viously used in medícal studies, may be used for classifying
individual consumers into individual segments. Each of these

will- be discussed separately.

Stochastic Brand Cholce Models - As defined by Enge1, Kollat
and Blackwell (1968:559), stochastic brand choice models

treat the response in the marketplace as the outcome of some

probabilistic process. fn their book, Massy, Montgomery and

Morrison (1970:xi) comment on these models: "The use of
stochastic models as representations of purchasing processes

has been growing in importance during the past ten years.

These models provide structural insight into the ways in
which consumers regulate their choice of brands and decisions

as to purchase timing and amounts for frequently purchased

products" Tn addition, they increase the effectiveness of
consumer panels as a source of market research data for these

products. Panel data are too complex to be interpreted fully
without the use of models, and the models must be stochastic

15



to provide reasonable representations of the purchasing pro-

cess and to avoid misleading concl-usions."

Stochastic brand choice models can be used to repre-

sent the purchasing behaviour of homogeneous populations" A

homogeneous population, either an entire market or a sub-

market (segment), has one or more common characteristics or

purchasing behaviours. For example, all members of a seg-

ment are in a certain income range and/or purchase the same

amount of a product. The marketer determines the criteria

of importance according to objectives and may use stochastic

brand choice model-s to predict purchasing behaviour"

The use of the Bayesian Model- Discrimination Technique

(BDTS), in addition to stochastic models, facilitates

classifying consumers into segrments. Stochastic brand choice

models represent the purchasing behaviour of various seg-

ments and the BDIS classifies consumers into models which

represent segments. The BDIS is useful when classifying
large samples, especially large consumer panels.

Although the BDIS aids in classification there also are

some disadvantages. ft is a complicated mathematical pro-

cedure and requires a computer program for easier cl-assi-

ficatíon. The BDfS is also not widelv known or readily

available to marketers.

rndex of Continuity of Care - The index of continuity of care

(COC) has been used in medicine when examining individuals

and their total number of visits to a certain number of pro-
s2

rzi,:loro r-1r={- is, doctors. using the formula coc = ¡ I-r: n,¿e ' j=r- -

n(n - 1)

tñ



each individual is given an index which leads to easy com-

parison between individuals. This comparison ís useful

when "evaluating alternative health delivery systems and

their corresponding effect on an individual's continuity of

care, " (Bice and Boxerman z 1977: 348 ) "

The above formula may be adapted for use in market

segmentation. Each consumer is given an index based on

past purchasesand cl-assified into that segment which is rep-

resented by a rangie of indices. When using the above

formula for segmentation based on brand purchases, n : total

number of purchases, rj = number of purchases of brand j,

and s = number of brands. By using past purchasíng behav-

iour, each respondent can be individually classified" When

segmenting the market into brand loyal and brand switching

segments, the value of the range of indices for the brand

loyal segments would be higher than the value of the range

of indices for the brand switching segments. From the in-

dex, a consumer's loyalty to a brand can be determined" This

would lead to easy comparison between individuals, and

might prove useful in evaluating the effect of different

price or promotíonal campaigns on the continuity of purchase

of a type of brand.

Use of the COC index has disadvantages because it has

not been extensively used outside the medical field. ft

also has not been used in market segmentation research or

implementation. The index, however, may prove useful for

market segmentation because it is not a difficult and tedious
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process. The index is also useful

large and small consumer panels 
"

CONSUMER PANELS

Researchers collecting purchasing data may use either
survey recall or consumer panels. Each method of data co1-

lection offers advantages and disadvantagres which must be

considered before one method is adopted"

Survey reca1l is economical when compared to consumer

panels, and data may be obtained fairly quickly" When

marketers need information about consumers' purchasing be-

haviours and do not want to buy information from a consumer

panel, they use survey recall.
If survey recall- is used, marketers have to be a\^zare

of its limitations" According to Sudman (l-964b:76) ,

"studies have shown that survey recall data tend to overstate

purchases, " which is further verified by Boyd and Westfall
(1960). Boyd and Westfall found, "that a recal_l study may

tend to produce inflated resu1ts," (1960217).

Another problem of recall is "the tendency to recall
the names of well-known brands when in some cases, the

actual purchase may have been of a lesser-kno\trn brand, "

(Sudmanz1964bz76) " Sudman found that "leading nationally
advertised brands have their brand shares overstated bv an

average of fifty per cent on recall surveys as compared to
diary record.s, while chain brands are almost alwavs under-

stated substantially, " (L964b: B0) "

Consumer panels are an alternate method of obtaininq

for classifying both
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purchasing data. According to Sudman (I96Aar:14), consumer

panels are household samples that record continuous

information on household purchases and other behaviours.

Members of a consumer panel are requested to keep a diary

of their purchases for a predetermined set of convenience

products, usually household'items. The consumers'

demographic and socioeconomic characteristics are also avail-
able.

Consumer panels are more accurate than survey recall
because information is recorded continuously" The

purchases are not overstated as highly as in survey recall.
A1l brand names are given accurately, including chain

brands.

Though consumer panels have advantages, they also have

disadvantages. One problem of any data collection, also

common to consumer panels, j-s the reliability of the data

collected" A method to check the accuracy of data is to

compare the consumer panel data to actual sales records. A1-

though a crud.e measure, according to Boyd and Westfall
(1960:l-l-), over a long period of time a marketer can tell
whether the panel data are reasonably accurate.

Other problems may occur over which the marketer has

no control, such as recording accuracy. Many consumer

panel operators, however, have good training sessions for
panel members i-n an attempt to overcome the recording prob-

lems. Recording forms have also been made easier to
complete "
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ff the problems can be overcome, consumer panels can

be an important source of purchasing behaviour for
marketers. Seqmentation can be based on some aspect of the

purchasing behaviour and wilt resul-t in a cost reducing

marketing strategy.

PANTYHOSE

Since their introduction pantyhose have become an im-

portant apparel item for many women" Their sales increased

rapidly as shown in Appendix 17. Pantyhose are available in
many col-ours, patterns and styles. Technological develop-

ments have resulted in better fit and new kinds of panty-

hose are continually being developed, for example, support

and panty-and-hose-in-one" Developments in packaging have

resulted in eye appealing packages that have made pantyhose

easier to sell.
Pantyhose are no\^/ considered to be a convenience pur-

chase and are often included on supermarket shopping lists
(Hosiery and Underwear:June L973:18). Pantyhose are con-

sidered convenience items because purchases are usually

frequent and the prices are generally low. Pantyhose are

different from many other convenience products because thev

are apparel items influenced by fashion.

Packaging and outlets of sale for pantyhose have

changed greatly since their introduction to the market.

Pantyhose were mainly sold- in department stores when they

were first introduced" Now they can be found in many retail
outlets, including drug stores and supermarkets" fn the
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united states supermarkets are the principal- outlet and. con-

stitute about 28 per cent of the market (American Druggist:
L974254) "

The drug store share of the market is also increasinq"

More drug stores are displaying pantyhose for the same

reasons as supermarkets" According to the American Druggist
(I974:54-55), this is because pantyhose are priced right and

are profitable, have a high turnover, require littl-e invest-
ment and servicing, do not take up much space, and are the

focus of millions of dollars of advertising"
The increase in sales in supermarkets and drug stores

has led to a decrease in sales in department stores. variety
and. mass merchandising outlets have also taken some of the

sal-es from the department stores. one of the reasons for
this could be neglect of the hosiery department J-n depart-
ment stores (colbertzr973:30) " pantyhose departments vrere

not emphasized as much as other departments and consumers

were turning to other retail outlets for their pantyhose pur-
chases. once department store managers realized this, they

tried to recapture some of the market. The emphasis is
now to be on fashion, service, quatity and value, especial-
ly the latter two (Hosiery and Under\dearzL974:18). Displays

are to be more attractive and attention getting"

Sales of pantyhose fluctuate from month to month de-

pending on consumer needs which may vary, for example,

according to crimatic conditions" The months with the high-

est sal-es in canad.a for L975 and 1976 were september, october,
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November and December as shown in Figure 1" The figures for
the graph are limited because they were based on statistic
Canadars figures of Department Store Monthly Sales for
Women's and Girls' Hosiery Department. No monthly sales

figures were available for pantyhose purchases for all types

of stores. Although the figures are limited, they give an

indication of monthly trends for pantyhose sales.

Pantyhose are sold both as national brands and private
brands" Many outlets, including department stores, carry
private brands in addition to national brands and may place

them side by side" Some outlets, ho\n/ever, only carry their
private brand. Norman smith of Bear Brand Hosiery felt that
private labels would sel-1 more than national- labels (Hosiery

and Underwear:June I973:2I) " Consumers vary in which type

of brand they prefer and according to some resident buyers,

50 per cent of their sales to their stores are private

]abels "

PRTVATE AND NATTONAL BRANDS

Private labels are becoming more predominant in the

market and pose a threat to some national brand manufacturers.

Many manufacturers advertise their products in an attempt to
dj-fferentiate their brand from other similar brands. Many

commodity private labelled goods are almost identical- to
manufacturer (national) brands" These are of interest to
retailers who carry their own private labels and compete on

the basis of price"
The introduction of private labels accordinq to
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stern (1966), has significant social consequences: (1) pri-

vate Iabels may help lower retail prices or prevent them

from rising any furtherl Q) Manufacturers to better com-

pete in the marketplace may produce innovations which will
help to give the consumer a greater choice; (3) private

labels may help the sma1l manufacturer who will produce the

undifferentiated private labels for which plant production

would be efficient. The larger manufacturer could concen-

trate on differentiated goods and branded goods and engage

in reasearch, development and marketing; and (4) The smaller

firms may also be the cause of innovation of larger firms
who are sti11 producing undifferentiated products" private

Iabels ftây, therefore, be beneficial to consumers, manu-

facturers and retail-ers.

With the increase of private brands in the markec

place, there has been an increased interest in research in
this area" Some research has examined purchasers of pri-
vate brands and differences between national and private

brand purchasers" other research has examined price and per-

formance levels of both private and national brands.

Consumer Perceptions and P:urchasing Charracteris,tics

.Aza

Myers (I967) examined. perceptions and characteristics
of private brand purchasers. Acceptors of private brands

stated price as being a main reason for purchasing prì-vate

brands. They thought private brands were essentially the

same as national brands, except private brands \,rere lower

priced., and they lvere reluctant to pay for the higher costs



of advertising and packaging of national brands. The re-
jectors of private brands, however, believed in greater

value received for money spent on national brands"

Personality and socioeconomic variables \^rere also

examined as determinants of private brand attitude.
Women who were enthusiastic, sensitive and dominant were

found more prone to purchase private brands" The predictive
power, however, was very low. A womanrs occupational

status also had an association with private brand attitude.
Housewives ürere more likely to accept private brands and.

working \^/omen to reject them. of fifteen socioeconomic and

perceptual variables examined, the socio-occupatíonal

variable had the highest association with private brand at-
titude.

Rothe and Lamont (L973) conducted a study examining

d.ifferences in brand preferences of national and private

brand purchasers of major appliances and the characteristics
of those purchasers. Table 2 gives a sunmary of the find-
ings. For both national and private brand buyers, previous

personal information was the most important source of in-
formation. The national brand buyers also depended. on con-

sumer report-type bulletins whereas the private brand

buyers depended on in-store promotional displays. Both

thought product reliability to be important as a brand se-

lection criterion. National brand buyers also thought

brand reputation to be important while private brand buyers

\¡/ere concerned with price " For national brand buyers re-
pair service was the most important store choice factor,
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TABLE 2

SUMMA,RY OT' FTNDTNGS OF ROTHE AND LAMONT (1973)

CHARACTERTSTTCS EXAMTNED

Purchase Char.acter,i's ùics

National Brand purchasers

Previous personal informa-
tion most important source
of information

Consumer report-type bul-
letin second most important
source of information

Product reliability most im-portant brand selection
criterion

Brand reputation second
most important brand selec-
tion criteri_on

Repair service most import-
ant store choice factor
Spent less time shopping

Brand name important

DIFFERENCES AND STMTLAR]TTES

Private Brand Purchasers

Previous personal informa-
tion most important source
of information

ïn-store promotional display
second most important source
of information

Product reliability most im-
portant brand selection
criterion
Price second most important
brand selection critãrion

Sales specials most import-
ant store choi_ce factor
Spent more time shopping

Brand name and store import-
ant

Private Brand purchasers

Occupation required less
training and less formal edu-
cation

Lower annual income

Family size and age same

Were more renters

Tf renting, rental range
lower

Value of homes same

Personal Characteris tics

¿o

National Brand purchasers

Occupation required more
training and greater
formal education

Hígher annual income

Family size and age same

Were more home owners

If renting, rental range
higher

Value of homes same



while for private brand buyers sales specials was the most
important. Private brand buyers also spent more time shop-
ping" while brand name \,vas important to national brand
buyers, brand name and store was important to private brand
buyers 

"

The national brand buyer was found to be employed in
occupations that required more training and greater formal
education and that had a hi-gher annual income than private
brand buyers. Family size and age were not found to be

significantly di-fferent between the two types of buyers.
National brand buyers also \^/eïe more home owners than
renters compared to private brand buyers and if renting, the
rental range was higher for natíonal brand buyers " The

va]ue of the homes of private brand and national brand
buyers, however, tended to be the same"

The research has shown that there are differences be-
tween private and national brand purchasers. These

differences can be found in both personal characteristics
and purchasing behaviour characteristics, including percep-
tions of private and national brands.

¿l

te and National- Brands

A study was conducted by swan (1974) "to examine and

compare the price-product performance relations of two com-

petitive classes of products: manufacturer and retaiier
brands" " consumer union data on major appliances were used
for the analysis" rt was found that the private brands
"offered the consumer better prod.uct performance rerative to



to the price paid.r" (1974:58) " private brands \^¡ere found

to be equal in performance to national brands but priced

significantly lower.

The price and performance correlations of the private
brands and national brands were also examined. There was

a signifícant correratíon between price and performance for
national brands but not for private brands " The strength

of the association, however, \,vas not very high. The

strength of the correlations was further examined. No signi-
ficant difference was found between the strength of the
price and performarrce correlations of the national brands

and the strength of the price and performance correlations
of the private brands" These findings "imply that consumers

do not necessarily obtain the best product performance by

paying the highest pric€s," (SwanzJ-974:56) 
"

when different brands were examined, products sol-d un-

der a certain private or national brand. name weïe found to
be congruent with a certain price or performance level.
when congruence by brand was compared to congruence by price
and performance, congruence by brand was found to occur

more frequently" ft was, however, significantly higher only
for performance" swan also found national brands were more

congruent than private brands in both performance and price
levels.

2B

The implication of swanrs findings for consumers \^¡as

that product performance should not be jud.ged. by price" A

high price does not necessarily mean high performance" rf



consu.mers are willing to seek informaLion, good performance

may be obtained at a relatively low price"

Brand Loyalty

Brand loyalty has interested many researchers and many

aspects of brand loyalty have been examined. When referring
to brand loyaIty, specific brand names or types of brands

for a product may be of interest"
In a study conducted by Stafford (1970), brand loyalty

was found to develop after a period of search or exploratory

behaviour among test brands" The more often a person pur-

chased a certain brand, the higher the probability became

of that person to purchase the brand again"

Brand loyalty has been found to be a real and reliable
phenomenon (Frank:1968:59) " Researchers have attempted to
ídentify brand loyal consumers in terms of socioeconomic,

demographic and personality attributes " Tn the research re-
ported by Frank, the above mentioned attributes were not

found to be good determinants of brand loyalty" The result
$¡as that brand 1oyal consumers were not found to be different
from non-brand 1oyal consumers.

Frank stated "the case for total consumption as a
basis for market segirnentation is somewhat stronger than

that for brand loyalty as, by definition, different market

segments contain customers with somewhat different demand

characteristicsr" (1968:65) " Although brand 1oya1 con-

sumers are difficult to identify, Frank commented that more
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This Chapter will present the methodology followed in
this study beginning with a discussion of the sample which

was selected from an existing consumer panel" The proce-

dure was based on a pre-test, the purpose of which was to

examine the purchasing behaviour of consumers of pantyhose"

The rel-evant points of the pre-test which will be discussed

are frequency distribution of mean time between pantyhose

purchases, frequency distribution of mean quantity purchased,

overall frequency distribution and record sheet of the

pre-test.

Following the pre-test will be a complete discussion

of the procedure followed in the final study" The informa-

tion obtained from the members of the consumer panel includ-
ed a record of continuous pantyhose purchasing behaviour,

a measure of the importance of brand names for pantyhose

purchases, and socioeconomic and demographic information"

Segmentation of the sample was based on the purchasing be-

haviour of national and private brands of pantyhose" The

individual segments were established by visual examination

of the purchasing behaviours of the heavy buyers. An index

CHAPTER TTT
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adapted for consumer classification was used to classify re-

spondents into three basic. categories of segments.

Respondents were then visually classified from the three

basic categories into individual segments based on the pur-

chasing behaviour and degree of loyalty exhibited for
private and national brands of pantyhose" Statistical anal-

ysis of the data included use of the Kruskal-Wallis test,
the Chi-Square test and the Vüilcoxon test.
SAMPLE

One hundred and fourteen \,romen who were members of an

existing consumer panel in Winnipeg, Manitoba were contacted"

They were requested to partícipate in a study on pantyhose

purchases for six months" The ninety-eiqht members of the

consumer panel who were willing to participate constituted

the original sample.

After three months of record keeping, thirty-four
women \^rere eliminated from the study because they had not

purchased enough pantyhose and./or intended to purchase enough

pantyhose for the purpose of the study. Sixty-four women

remained in the study and kept a record of their pantyhose

purchases for six months"

PRE-TEST

A pre-test examining the purchasing behaviour of the

consumer of pantyhose was conducted" Personal interviews

with eighty females eighteen years of age and over !ì7ere

conducted on April 29 and 30, 1977, in a Winnipeg shoppi-ng

mal-l. Women \^¡ere approached and. requested to participate in
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an exploratory study on pantyhose purchasing behaviour" The

introduction used by the interviewer in the pre-test is
found in Appendix 1. If consent was given, the respondent

was given the questionnaire (Appendix 2) with an attached

request for further participation (Appendix 3) " They v¡ere

given the instructions for record keeping (Append.ix 4) and

the pantyhose record sheet (Appendix 5) "

At the beginning of the record keeping period, the re-
spondents who indicated they would participate in the study,

\,rere contacted to determine if any information or assistance

was required prior to completing the purchase record sheet"

After thirty days, the respondents were again contacted to

determine if any pantyhose had been purchased. ff any panty-

hose had been purchased, the respondents were mailed an

addressed envelope and reguested to return the purchase re-

cord sheet"

fn the pre-test, general purchasing information was re-
quested from the respondent" For the purpose of the final
study, frequency distribution of mean time between pantyhose

purchases, frequency distribution of mean quantity purchased

and overall frequency distribution of these two variables

were analyzed. For each variable, one observation was ob-

tained from each respondent. The purchase record sheet of

the pre-test v/as further developed for the final study and

the results of the pre-test provided a basis for the proce-

dure and analysis to be used in the final study"
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Frequency Distributi;on :of Mean: T:ime: B:et\^¡een P,antlzh'ose
Purchas,es

Examination of the frequency distribution of mean time

between pantyhose purchases aided in determining the length

of record keeping time necessary for the final study"

The mean time between pantyhose purchases ranged from two to
three days to a year. The disLribution of respondents is
shown in Figure 2. For each bar in the figure, the mean time

between pantyhose purchases was greater than the previous

adjacent bar and less than the latter adjacent bar. The

modal class, that is, the class containing the most respon-

dents, \^zas one month"

Frequency Distribution of Mean Quantity Purchased

The frequency distribution of mean quantity purchased

in conjunction with the frequency distribution of mean time

between pantyhose purchases was used in estimating how many

pantyhose would be purchased in a predetermined length of

time. This information was necessary to determine a minimum

record keeping time for the final study"

The mean quantity purchased on each purchase occasion

rangied from one pair to twenty-four pairs of pantyhose" The

distribution of respondents is shown in Figure 3 " The median

quantity purchased on each purchase occasion was three pairs.
The mod.al classr' however, was two pairs.

Overal-1 Freguencv Distribution

a/l

Table 3 contains the distribution of respondents by

mean time between pantyhose purchases and mean quantity pur-
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chased on each purchase occasion" As shown the area between

two to three days to one month and one pair to three pairs
is highly concentrated. The greater the time between pur-

chases and the larger the quantity purchased, the more

disperse the distribution becomes" when analyzing continuous

purchasing behaviour, this information may be used to esti-
mate possible purchases for a given period of time.

Record Sheet for the Pre-Test

From the pre-test it was determined more specific in-
formation \,.ras required on the record sheet for the final
study (Appendix 9). The information on the pre-test record

sheet (Appendix 5) \^ras re-organized to include two overall
categories: package information and purchase circumstances,

under which some of the individual- categories were classi-
fied" This was necessary to obtain more specific informa-

tion about the purchasing behaviours of consumeïs of
pantyhose.

fnstead of prì-ce paid per pair and number of pairs pur-

chased each timer âs stated on the pre-test record. sheet,

the final study record sheet stated number of pairs in
package and price per package. ft was assumed that the 1at-

ter two categories would be a better indication of pantyhose

purchases than the former two categories" In the record

sheet of the final study two categories were added, 'fit all
or sized' and 'coupon used' or 'other (please specify)'"
They were added to obtain additional information about panty-

hose purchasing behaviours of the respondents.
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PROCEDURE

Pantyhose record keeping was requested from the con-

sumer panel for a períod of six months from July to

December, 1977" Based on the resul_ts of the pre-test, a

period of six months was selected to ensure that enough

pantyhose would be purchased to allow analysis of the data"

The months July to December were chosen because they in-
cluded the months september to December, which, according

to Statistics Canada (63-002), are the highest sales

months of the year. Time and financial investment were a1-

so considered in the selection of six months"

The one hundred and fourteen members of the consumer

panel inrere mailed a letter (Appendix 6) in June Ì Lg7'7, in-
forming them of the study and requesting their participation.
The members were not informed they would be colrecting data

for a university study because of the confidentiality about

the organizations conducting the research maintained by the

consumer panel firm"

Attached to the letter was a form (Appendix 7) request-

ing the respondents to indicate whether or not they were

willing to participate in a study on the purchasing behaviour

of women who buy pantyhose. If they indicated ,yes', they

were requested to complete the brand importance question;

also included on the form. The measure of brand importance

was a seven point Likert scale ranging from extremely impor-

tant to extremely unimportant"

At the end of June, al1 respondents who had indicated
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they would participate in the stud.y were mailed an instruc-
tion sheet (Appendix B) and a purchase record sheet

(Appendix 9) " The instruction sheet incl_uded a request

that the sales slips of the pantyhose purchases be returned

with the purchase record sheet" The purpose of this was to
reduce incomplete and inaccurate recording of pantyhose

purchases 
"

The purchase record sheet of the pre-test was further
developed to ensure all information needed for analysis was

incruded. The resul-ts of the pre-test indicated further
more detailed information was required" The information in-
cluded on the purchase record sheet used for the final study
(Appendix 9) were date of purchase, store where purchased,

package information (name of brand, type of pantyhose, 'fj_t
all or sized') , number of pairs in package, price per pack-

age and purchase circumstances (regular or sale price,
coupon used t ot other, for example a gift) 

"

For the months of July to December, the respondents

\¡¡ere mailed an instruction sheet, a purchase reeord sheet,

a note (Appendix 10) requesting the return of the previous

month's purchase record sheet and a stamped addressed en-

velope. The assumption was made that by requesting the respon-

dents to return the previous month's purchase record sheet,

contact would be maintained wíth each panel member" The

monthly returns of the record sheets served. as a reminder to
the respondents to keep a record of their pantyhose purchases
and helped in screening out those respondents who did not buy
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pantyhose 
"

At the end of September, the participants were maíled

a letter (Appendix 11) requesting the return of purchase

record sheets which had not been returned" They were ín-

formed about the decision of the researcher to remove

non-purchas'ers from the study" Included with the letter was

a question asking respondents to indicate how many pairs of

pantyhose they estimated purchasing for the months of

October, November, and December (Appendix 12) " The assump-

tion was made that the estimate would be a reasonabl-e

indication of future purchases" Examination of the purchases

for the monthsof July, August, and September and the

estimate indicated which panel members would be removed

from the study" Thirty-four vromen were removed. from the

study by the end of September" The overall criterion for

removal was that the respondent had bought at the most one

pair of pantyhose and estimated at the most two purchases.

The individual criteria lrere: (1) bought no pantyhose and

estimated no purchases; (2) bought one pair of pantyhose

and estimated no purchases; (3) bought no pantyhose and

estimated 1-2 purchases; and (4) bought one pair of panty-

hose and estimated 1-2 purchases. At the end of September,

therefore, sixty-four v/omen remained in the study"

After return of the estimate, all respondents were

mailed five dollars, a letter indicating whether or not

they were eliminated from the study and a receipt form

(Appendix 13) " The receipt was to be signed and returned.
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This indicated the respondents had received the five dollars
for participating in the study.

For the remaining three months, only those respondents
sti]l asked to participate in the study \¡/ere mailed in-
struction and purchase record sheets and. envelopes" At the
beginning of January the respondents were mailed. a request
(Appendix 14) to return the previous month's purchase

record sheet and any outstanding sheets. They were also in-
formed that December was the final month of the study. upon

receipt of the purchase record sheet (s) , the respondents
were mailed five dollars as the final payment for their par-
ticipation and a receiþr_ form (Appendix 15) which was to be

returned" A total of ten dorlars was, therefore, paid to
those respondents who participäted the entire si-x months"
DATA ANALYSTS

once all the purchase record sheets were received the
following purchase data were summari-zed for each respondent:
total number of packages of pantyhose purchased, the brand
names of the pantyhose, number of packages for each brand
name, the type of brand, that is, whether a national or pri-
vate brand, the average price of both national and private
brands, total number of stores visited, the names of the
stores visited and number of purchase occasions for each

store. This information was summarized for use in the anal_-

ysis 
"

For the final analysi-s, only those respondents who had
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purchased five or more packages of pantyhose r^/ere analyzed.

These respondents were classified as heavy buyers. The

criterion for deterråining the heavy buyers was based upon

Blattberg and Senrs (I976) criterion and then compared

to Twedt's (l.964) criterion, Blattberg and Sen used con-

sumers who had made a minimum of five purchases for part
of their analysis" Their division of light and heavy

buyers was, therefore, five purchases. Twedt divided con-

sumers based on purchasing volume into two groups

separating the groups at the median purchase point" This

resulted in a heavy-using half and a light-using half.
The purchase record sheets of the heavy buyers were

examined to determine which segments existed, based on

the purchasing behaviour of private and nationa] brands " The

segments found by Blattberg and sen (r976) provided a

basis for establishment of the segments.

once all the segments were established, the individ-
ual segments were first categorized together according

to one component of purchasing behaviour, degree of brand

loyalty" Once the categories were determined, each

category was assigned a range of indices of continuity of
purchase (coP), previously referred to as the index of con-

tinuity of care. For each respondent, a cop index was

calculated and each respondent was classified into the

category best representing their purchasing behaviour" The

index of continuity of purchase used in this study was an
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adaptation of the index used by Bice and Boxerman (L977)

The formula COP = s 
"? n was used to cal-culate a COpL_)

j=1
n(n - 1)

index for each individual, with n = total number of pur-

chases, n. = number of purchases of brand ), and s = number

of brands" An example of different COp indices based on

a total of fÍve purchases is shown in Appendix 16. As

shown the greater the number of d.ifferent brands purchased,

the smaller the index and vice versa. Tn other words, the

more loya1 to a brand a consumer is, the higher the index"

The COP index was used in this study to test its ap-

plicability to market segmentation. Other studies have

used other methods for determining of which segment a con-

sumer is a member, for example, the Bayesi.anModel Discrimi-
nation Procedure (Blattberg and Sen:1976) . Use of the COp

index, ho'wever, may be less time consuming and easier to
use than previously used methods" The COp index may also

be found useful in market segmentation as it can distinguish
between different degrees of loyalty and the responsiveness

of individual segments to alternative strategies.
After the respondents were classified into the cate-

gories, a second component of the purchasing behaviour of

the respondents was examined. Based on their type of brand

purchases, that is, whether a national or private brand,

they were then classified into individual segments "

The Kruskal-V[allis test and the Chi-Squa:ie statistic hrere
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proposed to determine which, if ênyr socioeconomic, demo-

graphic and/or purchasing behaviour characteristics
distinguished one segment from another segment. some re-
search has shown that socioeconomic and demographic

characteristics were not reliable characteristics in dis-
tinguishing between brand loyal and. non-brand loyal
consumers (Frank:1968)" Other studies, however, have

shown that some socioeconomic and demographic characteristics
are useful in distinguishing between national and private
brand purchasers (Myers 2l-967 and Rothe and Lamont:1973) .

use of these characteristics, therefore, was further anal-
yzed in this study to determine which, if êny, can be used

to distinguish between pantyhose purchaSe segments"

Rothe and Lamont (1973) found price to be an influen-
tial factor in the purchasing of private brands and Myers (1967)

found acceptors of private brands perceived the prices of
private brands to be lower than the prices of national
brands" The wilcoxon test, therefore, v¡as used to determine

if the average prices of the nationar brands purchased by

the respondents were significantly higher than the average

prices of the private brands purchased by the respondents.

Statistical Anafysis of the Data
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The Kruskal-Wallis Test - The Kruskal-Wallis test (Marascuilo

and McsweeneyzLgTT:299-305) is a nonparametric analogue to
one-way analysis of variance. The test was used to deter-
mine if there were significant differences between the seg-
ment into which each respondent was classified and the three



characteristics: age group of the respondent, degree of
store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases

exhibited by the respondent, and importance of brand names

for pantyhose to the respondent. Three Kruskal-Wal1is

tests \dere, therefore, conducted, one for each character-

istic.

The Kruskal-Vüallis test was used for these character-

istics because the categories established within each

characteristic could be ranked, which is a Kruskal-Wallis

test characteristic. The Kruskal--Wallis test also over-

comes the limitation of empty or small cells "

When using the test, ranks are substituted for the

original observations " The formula for the test is
H- rz t R?

ñ1T-T-Ð- i3f _! - 3 (N + 1) , where N = the total number
ti-

of observations, k = the number of rows in the table, R =

the sum of the ranks in the i th row, and n, = the number

of observatíons in the i th row.

When there are tied ranks present, a correction for
ties has to be conducted. The formula for correction of
tiesisC-1-1 ¡ t3 t whereN=thetotal-

*3*s=l-ssNI\

number of observations, s = the number of tied groups, and

t= = the size of the s group. The test statistic corrected

for ties is Hr = *" It was, therefore, determined if
U

there were any significant differences between the seg-

ments into which each respondent was classified for each of
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the three characteristics 
"

Tþq ;Chi-Square .Þ,ta!is:bic - The Chi-square statistic was

used to determine if there were significant differences
between the segrment into which each respondent was clas-
sified and. the three characteristics: education of the

respondent, occupation of the respondent and occupation

of the husband of the respondent. The Chi-Square

statistic was used because the categories established

within each characteristic could not be ranked, as re-
quired for the Kruskal-Wallis test. Use of the Chi-Square

test is limited, however, if the expected values for the

cells within the contingency tables are lower than five"
The Wilcoxon Test -

mine if the average prices of the natíonal brands purchased

by the respondents were significantly higher than the

average prices of the private brands purchased by the

respondents. A nonparametric statistícal test was used be-

cause the sample dio not meet the requirements of
normality of parametric statistical tests. Before the

Wilcoxon test was used, the means of prices for the private
and national brands purchased by the respondents were

calculated. Only those respondents who purchased both pri-
vate and national brands were used for the test" Those

respondents, therefore, had a mean price for both private
and national brands"
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The Vüilcoxon test was used. to deter-

The difference in price between private
brands was calculated for each respondent. Tf

and

the
national
national



brand was higher in price than the private brand, the dif-

ference was labelled positive (if lower in price the

difference was labelIed negative) " The national-private

prices of the respondents were ranked in order accord.ing to

their absolute value" Each individual was then assigned a

number starting with one for the lowest absolute value and

increased by one f.ox the next difference. The sum of the

numbers assigned to each difference and the variance were

cal-culated and the Vtilcoxon test statistic applied. Appli-

cation of the Vüilcoxon test determined whether or not the

national brands \,vere higher priced than the private brands "
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In this Chapter the results of the study will be pre-

sented. The sample, which consisted of members of a con-

sumer panel, v/as divided into two grroups , light and heavy

buyers. The demographic and socioeconomic characterístics
of the heavy buyers will be given" These characteristics
were age group of the respondent, 1evel of education of
the respondent, occupation of the respondent, and occupation

of the husband of the respondent"

The purchasing behaviour of the heavy buyers was ex-

amined to determine which market segments, based on the

purchasing of private and national brands of pantyhose exist-
ed. The pantyhose purchase segments found will be examined

followed by a discussion of the prices of national and pri-
vate brand pantyhose.

With the use of an index of continuLtlzof purchase,

and visual examination, the heavy buyers were classified
first into three categories of segments and then into indi-
vidual segments. The individual market segments will be

further examined. The segments \,vere analyzed to determine

which, íf ârry, demographic, socioeconomic or purchasing be-

CHAPTER fV
RESULTS AND DTSCUSSÏON



haviour characterístics could be used. to distinguish be-

tween the pantyhose purchase segments" Statistically
analyzed were age group of the respondent, degree of store

shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases and importance

of brand names for pantyhose purchases " The personal_ and

purchasi-ng behaviour characteristics will then be examined.

overal1.

DETERMÏNATTON OF FTNAL SAMPLE

Ninety-eight \^/omen, who \^rere members of the consumer

panel, were in the original sample. These respondents

indicated, at the beginning of the record keeping time, that
they would maintain pantyhose purchase record sheets for six
months. The demographic and socioeconomic characteristics
of the original sample were obtained from the file maintained

by the consumer panel firm and are found in Appendix l_8"

For the purpose of the study, only heavy buyers \^/ere

used in the final analysis. The number of packages of
pantyhose bought by each respondent was used to distinguish
between light and heavy buyers. This was based on the

assumption that the number of packages would be an accurate

indication of the purchasing behaviour of the consumer

of pantyhose. The number of packages was used, instead of

the number of pairs, because one package represented one

purchase decísion even if the package contained more than

one pair of pantyhose.

At the end of September, after three months of record
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keeping time, thirty-four woJnen r,'iere eliminated from the

study" This elimination was based on the number of packages

of pantyhose purchased d.uring the months of Ju1y, August,

and September, and an estimate of pantyhose purchases for

the months of October, November and December"

The overall criterion for elimination was that the

respondent had bought at the most one pair of pantyhose

and estimated at the most two purchases. Based on this

criterion, the assumption was made that those thirty-four

respondents who were eliminated would be classified as líght

buyers and would not be used in the final analysis " The re-

maining sixty-four lromen, therefore, maintained pantyhose

purchase record. sheets for six months "

Blattberg and Sen cl-assified light buyers as those

purchasing four or less of a product and heavy buyers as

those purchasing five or more of a product. Using this

criterion, of the sixty-four women who maintained pantyhose

purchase record sheets for six months, forty-nine \,i¡omen

hrere classified as heavy buyers. The light buyers who had

purchased four or less packages of pantyhose ÌAlere not used

in the final analysis" This included fifteen of the res-

pondents who had maintained purchase record sheets for six

months and the thirty-four respondents eliminated at the

end of September. Tn the sample, therefore, there were forty-

nine light buyers and forty-nine heavy buyers.

The division of light and heavy buyers using the crí-

terion of Blattbercr and Sen produced similar results to the
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division of 1íght and heavy buyers as outlined by Twedt"

Twedt proposed that the d.ivision be the median" fn this

study, the median was forty-nine-and-a-half" This added

further justification to the division of 1i9ht and heavy

buyers used in this study.

DEMOGRAPH]C AND SOCTOECONOMIC CHAR.A.CTERISTICS OF THE HEAVY
BUYERS

The sample used for the final analysis consisted of

the heavy buyers. The demographic and socioeconomic

characteristics were obtained from the file maintained bv

the consumer panel firm.

Distribution of the Heavy Buyers by Age Group of the Re-

The age of the heavy buyers ranged between twenty years

old and forty-four years old" Five women \^rere between the

ages of twenty to twenty-four, twelve between the ages of

twenty-five to twenty-nine, twenty-four between the ages

of thirty to thirty-four, six between the ages of thirty-five

to thirty-nine and one between the ages of forty to forty-

four" The age was not available for one respondent.

Dístribution of the Heavy Buyers by Level of Education of

The classifications for level of education for the re-

spondent used by the consumer panel firm were some or com-

plete high school, some or complete universíty, and profes-

sional school. The cl-assification r for level of education

was limited because of the category, professional school.

Professional school included both trade schools, for example
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carpentry, as \,re11 as the traditional professional schools,

such as dentistry. The education requirements for trade

schools differ from those of traditional professional

schools. Thus this one category was not homogeneous"

Nineteen women had completed some high school or grad-

uated from high school, twenty women had completed univer-

sity or graduated from university, and eight women had

graduated from professional school" The level- of education

was not available for two respondents.

Distribution of the Heavy Buyers by Occupation of the Re-

The following classifications for occupation of the

respondent were used: professional or business executive,

sales or cl-erical people, and. skilled, semi-ski11ed, or un-

skil-led workers" Thirty-six women were unemployed" The

occupation \¡/as not available for two respondents " Of the

eleven v¡omen who were employed, four were professional or

business executives, and seven were sales or clerical
people" None of the respondents vrere skilled, semi-ski11ed,

or unskilled workers"

Distribution of the Heavy Buyers by Occupation of the Husband
of the Respondent
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The classifications for occupation of the husband of
the respondent \^iere the same as the classifications used.

for occupation of the respondent. Twenty-five husbands were

professional or business executives, eleven husbands were

sales or cl-erical people, and twelve \,vere skilled, semi-

skilled or unskilled workers. The occupation of the husband



\^/as not available for one respondent"

SEGMENTAT]ON OF THE HEA\rY BUYERS

The segmentation of the heavy buyers paralleled the

Lhree stages developed by Bl-attberg and Sen (I974) " These

three stages were segment definition, consumer classifica-

tion and segment id.entification.

Segment oefinition - Operationalized Objective 1

Market segments, based on the purchasing behaviour of

private and national brands, can be established for the con-

sumer of pantyhose.

Examination of the purchase record sheets of the re-

spondents showed that seven pantyhose purchase segments

existed: High National Brand Loyal, High Private Brand

Loyal, National Brand Loyal, Private Brand Loyal, National

Brand Switcher, Private Brand Switcher and National/Prívate

Brand Switcher" The segments are shown in Table 4. No

statistical test \'üas used in establishing the segments "

Blattberg and Sen (I976) found nine homogeneous pur-

chasing segments. Five of the segments as explained by

Blattberg and Sen were found to exist in this study: the

High National Brand Loyal segment, the National Brand Loyal

segment, the National Brand Switcher segment, the Private

Brand Switcher segment and the National/PrivaLe Brand

Switcher segment" One of the segments found by Blattberg

and Sen, Private Brand Loyal, \,\¡as divided into two segments

for the purpose of this study: High Private Brand Loyal

and Private Brand Loyal" These two segments, High Private



TABLE 4

PANTYHOSE PURCHASE SEGMENTS FOUND TN THE STUDY

High National Brand Loyal
High Private Brand Loyal
National Brand Loyal
Private Brand Loyal
National Brand Switcher
Private Brand Switcher
National/Private Brand. Switcher

Brand Loyal and Private Brand Loyal, have similar definitions

to High National Brand Loyal and National Brand Loyal,

respectively. The definitions of these two segments are:

High Private Brand Loyal - Consumers in this segment

are highly loyal to one private brand of the store

they usually visit" Ninety to 100 per cent of their

purchases are of their favourite brand"

Private Brand Loyal - Consumers in this segment are

loyal to one private brand, however, not as 1oyal as

the High Private Brand Loyal consumer. They switch

occasionally to another brand, as they switch stores,

but return to their favourite brand usually after a

single trial of another brand. At least 67 per cent

of their purchases are of their favourite brand.

Three other segirnents found by Blattberg and Sen were

not found in this study" These segments were Last Purchase

Loya1, National Brand Switcher (Deal) and Deal-Oriented"

These purchase segments may also exist for pantyhose. They

were not found, however, to be evident in the sample studied"
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Exa_minati:on of Pantyhos'e 'Purchase ,S:egments - Based upon the

purchase record sheets, each of the seven pantyhose purchase

segments found in this study appeared homogeneous in pur-

chasing behaviour. The High Brand Loyal segments (High

National Brand and High Private Brand) contained consumers

who were highly Ioya1 to one brand of pantyhose, with 90 to
100 per cent of their pantyhose purchases of their favourite
national- or private brand" The High National Brand Loyal

segment members purchased mainly one national brand" The

High Private Brand Loyal segment members purchased mainly

one private brand, the private brand carried by the store

they usually vísited" Both segments contained members that
were highly Ioyal to one brand of pantyhose but the type of
brand preference differed.

The two Brand Loya1 segiments (National_ Brand. and pri-

vate Brand) contained members who were loyal to one brand

of pantyhose with at least 67 per cent of their purchases

being their favourite national or private brand" They were

not as loyal as members of the High National or High private

Brand Loyal segment. They, however, did prefer one brand

even though they occasionally switched to another brand of
pantyhose. The main difference between these two segments

\'vas the National Brand Loyal segrnent members preferred a

national brand and the Private Brand Loyar sesment members

preferred a private brand"

There were three switching segments found in this
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study, the National Brand Switcher segment, the Private

Brand Switcher segrrnent, and the National/Prívate Brand

Switcher segment" Members of these segments \^¡ere not

loya1 to any one brand of pantyhose. The segments differed
in the type of brand switching behaviour exhibited" The

switching occurred between national brands, between private
brandsr or between national and private brands" The dif-
ference in type of brand preferences resulted in
heterogeneous purchasing behaviour between the three groups"

The results showed that seven pantyhose purchase seg-

ments existed. The differences between the segments vüere

based on degree of loyalty to one brand or type of brand,

and type of brand purchased" Each segment may be important

to marketers because each segment contains members with
different and varied purchasing behaviours"

The conclusion \^/as drawn that market segments, based

on purchasing behaviour of private and national brands,

can be established for the consumer of pantyhose" Opera-

tional-ized Objective I was, therefore, achieved.

Examination of National and Private Brand Pantyhose Prices-
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One possible reason for the purchasing of private brands,

as stated by Myers (1967 ) and Rothe and Lamont (1973), was

that national brands are higher priced than private brands"

The price of the private and national brands purchased by

the respondents in this study \^ras, therefore, examined" The

nonpararnetric Wilcoxon test was used. to determine if the

national brands of pantyhose purchased by the respondents

were significantly higher priced than the private brands



of pantyhose purchased by the respondents.

The T¡lilcoxon test is a nonparametrÍc analogue to the
paj-red sample t-test. only those respondents, therefore,
who had purchased both private and national brands could

be examined" of the forty-nine respondents classified as

heavy buyers, twenty-six had purchased both national and

private brands of pantyhose. National brands were found to
be significantly higher priced than private brands at the
.10 1evel of significance. The mean price of the national
brands purchased by the twenty-six respondents was one

dollar and thirty-nine cents and the mean price of the pri-
vate brands purchased by the twenty-six respondents was

one dollar and seventeen cents. The national_ brands pur-
chased by the respondents cost, therefore, twenty-two cents
more than the private brands purchased by the respondents.

one possible reason, therefore, for the purchasing of pri-
vate brands could be their lower prices as compared to
national brands" No definite conclusion can be d.rawn,

however, because some respondents may noL have perceived the
private brands to be lower in price than the national
brands "

5B

Consumer Classification

Each consumer of

market segment by using

sification.

The index of continuity of care

second stage, consumer classification,

Operationalized

pantyhose can be

an index adapted

Ob'ìective 3

classified into one

for consumer clas-

was adapted for the

and renamed the ind.ex



of continuity of purchase (COP). The COP index and visual

examination were used to determine of which segrment a con-

sumer \¡üas a member.

The classification of respondents into individual seg-

ments involved two steps: CI) A range of COP indices was

determined for the segrments based on the percentage

purchases of one brand as specified in the segment defini-

tion" For each respondent, a COP index was calculated.

Thus, in the first step, the respondents were classified in-

to categori-es of segments with the use of the COP index;

(2) The respondents \^/ere cfassified from the categories of

segments into individual segrments through visual- examina-

tion of type of brand purchases " These two stages were

necessary because the respondents coul-d not be classified
into individual segments with only the use of the COP index"

For example, the High National Brand Loyal and High Private

Brand Loyal segments had the same degree of loyalty but

díffered in type of brand purchases. The COP index distin-
guishes between degrees of loyalty but not between type of

brand purchases.

Before the respondents were classified into one market

segment, three categories of segments were determined which

incorporated the seven segirnents. The categories were

based on similar type of purchasing behaviours, specifically,

the percentage purclr-ases of one brand" The three categories

were: (1) High Brand Loyal (National- or Private), (2) Brand

Loyal (National or Private) and (3) Switchers fNational,
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Private t or National-lerivate) .

Each category was assigned a range of COP indices

based on the percentage purchases of one brand. The High

Brand Loyal category, according to the d.efinition of

90 to 100 per cent of total purchases being of one brand,

was assigned a COP j-ndex range of 0"80 to 1"00. The Brand

Loyal category, according to the definition of 67 to 89

per cent of total purchases being of one brand, was assign-

ed a COP index range of 0"50 to 0.79. The Switcher

category, accordj-ngi to the definition of less than 67 per

cent of total purchases being of one brand, was assigned

a COP index range of 0"00 to 0.49. The respondents were

then classified into one of the three catesories based on

their calculated COP index.

After the respondents were classi-fied into a category,

they were visually classified into individual segments.

The classification into individual_ segments was based on

a second component of purchasing behaviour, specifically,

type of brand purchased. For example, if a respondent was

classified into the High Brand Loyal category based on her

COP index and only purchased national brands, she was then

classified into the High National Brand Loyal segment.

Each of the heavy buyers could be classified into one

of the seven segrments with the use of the COP index and

visual examination. The High National Brand Loyal segment

contained two members; the High Private Brand Loyal segrrnent
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contained four members; the National Brand Loyal segment

contained. two membersi the Private Brand Loyal segment

contained three members; the National Brand switcher seq-

ment contained seventeen membersi the private Brand

switcher segment contained three membersi and the National/
Private Brand switcher segment contained eighteen members.

The segments found in this study, their range of COp

indices, the number of respondents in each segment and the
percentage of the sample in each segment are found in
Table 5" The conclusion \das drawn that the consumers of
pantyhose can be classified into market segments by using

an index adapted for consumer classification plus visual
examination. The coP index was not sufficient in itself to
classify respondents into individual segments. operational-
ized Objective 2 was, therefore, partially achieved"

Examination of Market segments - The results have shown there
were high loyal. 1oyal and switching consumer segments

of pantyhose. Each segment contained consumers who preferred
national or private brands, or switched between national
brands, private brands or between national and private brands.

The existence of High National and High private Brand

Loyal consumers indicated that some consumers rnrere very

loyal to one brand within a brand classification. These con-

sumers appeared to be satisfied with the brand they had been

purchasing and very seldom switched to another brand"

The High National Brand Loyal consumers may have been
influenced by national advertising and may have believed
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Segment Nane

PANTYHOSE MARKET SEG¡4ENT MEI4BERSHTP

High National Brand loyal 0"BO
High Private Brand loyal 0.80
National Brand Loyal 0"50
Prj-vate Brand loyal 0.50
National Brand S\,,iitcher 0.00
Private Brand S¡uitclrer 0.00
Nationalr/Private Brand Sivitcher 0.00

TABLE 5

TOtrAL

(1) Not equal to one hurìdred due to rounding off

Range of
LUH J.Nd]-C€S

the national brands to be of a better quality than private
brands. They may also have been influenced by the better
known national brand names"

The High Private Brand Loyal consumers preferred a pri-
vate brand carried by a particular store. Many retail outlets
carry their own private brand and consumers may have equated

the store with their private brand" rn some outlets, private
brands may be purchased at the same time as groceries.

Rather than purchase the pantyhose at another store, consumers

include them on their grocery shopping lists, thus saving

time and money.

The National Brand. Loyal and Private Brand Loyal con-.

sumers were 1oyal to a brand within a certain classification.

They switched occasionally to another brand but returned to

Nl¡rber of
Respondents
Within eachr

Segnent

2
A
=
2
3

77
3

1B

49

- 1.00
- 1"00
- 0"79
- 0"79
- 0.49
- 0.49
- 0.49

62

Percentage
of Heavy
Rlrr¡arq

A1

8"2
4.I
6"1

34.7
6.1

36. B

'ì aìrì 1-""' ' (1)



their favourite brand" They may have been infruenced in a

similar way to the High Nationar and High private Brand

Loyal consumer" They, hou/ever, were not as loyal as they

occasionally switched to another brand" Advertising may

also have influenced them to try another brand. They may

also have been in a store where their favourite brand was

not available and instead of going to a store where it maw

,have been available, they purchased another brand.

The third category of segments, the switcher, included

77-6 per cent of the respondents. The switching occurred

within a certain type of brand, that is, national or
private t ot between two different types of brands, natj-onal

and private. The two segments, National Brand swiLcher

and National/Private Brand switcher, had the largest segment

membership of the heavy buyers.

The high percentage of respondent switching between

nationaf brands (34.7 per cent of the heavy buyers) may have

been due to the large amount of advertising for national

brands. These consumers may have been more aware of nation-
a1 brands than private brands and were influenced to try a

new national brand on their next purchase occasion.

of the heavy buyers, 6.1 per cent switched between pri-

vate brands " They were not loya1 to the private brand of
one store" They preferred, however, the private brand

carried by the store they visited" The private brand pur-

chasers may have believed the private brands to be of the
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same quality as national brands but they di_d not want to pay

for the higher costs of advertising and packaging of the
national brands"

The switching of respondents from buying national
brands to buying private brands and the reverse (36 " B per

cent of the heavy buyers), may have been due to many factors.
Analysis of the prices of nationar and private brands pur-
chased by the respondents, presented earlier, showed that
the national- brands purchased by the respondents were signi-
ficantly higher priced than the private brands purchased by

the respondents " This suggested that price may have been

an influential factor in the switching to private brands

from national brands" perceived higher quality of nationa.l
brands may have influenced switching to national brands"

The National/Private Brand switcher consumers were not loyal
to any one brand and may have been encouraged to switch
brands by many marketing variables, such as price or promo-

tion.
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Segment fdentification - Hypotheses 3 to B

After the segiments \Arere established and the individual
respondents classified into that segment best representing
their puchasing behaviour, the individual segments \,vere

analyzed by demographic, socioeconomic and purchasing be-

haviour characteristics. These characteristics were used to
determine which, if âny, could be used to distinguish between

pantyhose purchase segments"



rn four of the seyen segrnents, statistical- analysis
\^/as not possible due to the smal1 number of ,respondents

in each segment" Before the statistical analysis could be

attempted, therefore, these four segirnents vvere reduced to
two segments" The High National Brand. Loyal and National
Brand Loyal segments were combined to form one segment,

The High Private Brand Loyal and private Brand Loyal seg-

ments were combj-ned to form another segment. The other
three segments, National Brand switcher, private Brand

switcher and National/private Brand switcher remained as in-
dividual segments. rn the analysis five segments were,

therefore, analyzed.

The Kruskal-Vüallis test (Marascuilo and Mcsweeney:1977 z

299-305), a non parametric analogue to one-way analysis of
variance, and the chi-square statistic were proposed for
the analysis" The Kruskal-wal1is test was used for the

characteristics: age group of the respondent (Hypothesis 3) ,

degree of store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases

(Hypothesis 7) , and importance of brand. names for pantyhose

purchases (Hypothesis B). ït was used for these because

the categories established within each characteristic could
be ranked, a Kruskal-Wallis test requirement.

The Chi-Square test statistic was proposed. for the

characteristics: levef of education of the respondent

(Hypothesis 4), occupation of the respondent (Hypothesis 5),
and occupation of the husband of the respondent (Hypothesis 6)
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The chi-square statistic was proposed for these character-
istics because the categories established within each

characteristic could not be ranked., as required for the

Kruskal-vüallis test" use of the chi-square statistic is
fimited, however, if the expected values of the cells with-
in the contingency tables aïe lower than five. Appendix rg

contains the tabl-es to which the chi-sguare statistic was

to be applied.

Because of the occurrence of cells with expected values
lower than five within the contingency tables for revel of
ed.ucation of the respondent, occupation of the respondent,

occupation of the husband of the respondent and the panty-
hose purchase segments, application of the chi-square
statistic was not possibfe. No conclusion could be made,

therefore, whether these characteristics could be used to
distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments.

The Kruskal-wallis test was applied to the previously
given three characteristics: age group of the respondent,

degree of store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases

and importance of brand names for pantyhose purchases. Each

of these characteri-stics wil-1 be discussed separately"
Hypothesis 3 - The age group of the respondent cannot be

used to distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments.

Table 6 shows the distribution of the heavy buyers by

age group of the respondent and pantyhose purchase segments 
"

when the Kruskal-wallis test was appliedr rro significant
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Pantyhose Purchase
Segments

DTSTRTBUTTON OF THE
RESPONDENT AND

High National Brand LoYal
and National Brand Loyal

High Private Brand Loyal
and Private Brand Loya1

National Brand Switcher

Private Brand Switcher

National /Pr:-vaLe Brand
Switcher

TOTAL

TABLE 6

HEAVY BUYERS BY AGE GROUP OF THE
PANTYHOSE PURCHASE SEGMENTS

(1) Number in parentheses

(21 The age group was not

20-24

2 (3) 
1

1(3)

r(3)

25-29

Age Group

30-34

2(29"5)

2(2e"5)

B(29"s)

2(2e"5)

r0(2e.5)

¿+

2 (11. 5)

5 (11" 5)

1(11"5)

4 (11" 5)

I2

1(3)

5

equals assigned rank

available for one respondent

35*39 40-44

L(44"5) 1(48)

2(44"4)

TOTAL

=

3(44.s)

6

7

l6

3

1B

48z
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difference \^ras found. between the age group of the respondent

and the pantyhose purchase segments into which each respon-

dent was classified" The conclusion was made that the age

group of the respondent cannot be used to distinguish between

pantyhose purchase segments. Hypothesis 3 was, therefore,

accepted "

Hypothesis 7 - The degree of store shopping consistency for
pantyhose purchases exhibited by the respondent cannot be

used to distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments "

In order to examine store shopping consistency for

pantyhose purchases, three categories of store shopping con-

sistency \,vere developed on a similar basis to the categories

of pantyhose purchase segments: High Store Shopping Con-

sistency, Store Shopping Consistency and Store Switcher"

The High Store Shopping Consistency category had the high-

est degree of store shopping consistency with 90 to 100 per

cent of their pantyhose purchases being in one store" The

Store Shopping Consistency category had the second highest

degree of store shopping consistency with 67 to 89 per cent

of their pantyhose purchases being in one store. The Store

Switcher category had the lowest degree of store shopping

consistency with less than 67 per cent of their pantyhose

purchases being in one store"

The range of indices for each category of store shop-

ping consistency was similar to the range of indices for

the categories of pantyhose purchase segrments: High Store
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shoppíng consistency - o.B0 to 1.00; store shopping consis-
tency - 0.50 to 0"79; and Store Switcher - 0"00 t0 0"4g"

when determining store shopping consistency the name of the
store, not the type of store, was used" To determine in which
category of store shopping consistency a respondent belonged,
a coP index was calculated and each respondent classified
into one of the three categories of store dhopping ionsistency.

Table 7 shows the distribution of the heavy buyers by

category of store shopping consistency for pantyhose pur-
chases and pantyhose purchase segments" A significant
difference, at the .005 r-evel of significance, was found be-
tween the d:eg.r:ee of store shopping consistency for panty-
hose purchases and the pantyhose purchase segments. The

conclusion was made that the degree of store shopping consis-
tency for pantyhose purchases exhibited by the respondent
can be used to dj-stinguish between pantyhose purchase segmentsn

Hypothesis 7 was, therefore, rejected"
The results suggested that brand switching may have

been associated with store switching. seventy-six per cent
of the respondents who \^/ere national brand, private brand,
or national/private brand switchers were also store switchers.
These respondents may have purchased pantyhose whenever

necessary without being concerned about the brand name, type
of brand or store purchased" They may have shopped at dif-
ferent stores and purchased pantyhose at the store in which

they were presently shopping" Not all_ brands were available
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DISTRTBUTION OF THE HEAVY BUYERS
FOR PANTYHOSE PURCHASES

Pantyhose Purchase
Segments

High National Brand Loyal
and National Brand Loyal

High Private Brand Loyal
and Private Brand Loyal

National Brand Switcher

Private Brand Switcher

National /erivate Brand
Switcher

TOTAL

Category of Store Shopping Consistency for
Pantyhose Purchases

High Store Store Shopping Store
Shopping Consistency Consj_stency Switcher

2 (S.s)r 2 (r5)

TABLE 7

BY DEGREE OF STORE SHOPPTNG CONSTSTENCY
AND PANTYHOSE PURCHASE SEGMENTS

(1) Number in

(s"5) 3 (rs) r (34"s)

(5"5) 3 (rs) g (34.5)

3 (34.s)

parentheses equals assigned rank

1 (1s) r7 ß4"s)
10930

TOTAL

4

1

I7

1B

49
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at every store. Loyalty to a brand, therefore, could not

have been established" Advertising may have influenced

some respondents to seek out those brands recently advertis-

ed" Sales may also have attracted some respondents to

certain stores " These respondents may have been concerned

about sales specials and sought out the lower priced brands "

Conversely, there may have been an association between

brand loyalty and store shopping consistency" The loyal
respondents purchased their preferred brand at a certain
store, and. some brands may have been only available at

certain stores, for example, private brands. ff consumers

preferred certain private brands, they had to return to those

stores carrying their favourite brand" Other respondents may

have shopped consistently at a certain store and, therefore,
only purchased those brands available at that store" After
having tried some of the brands available in that store,

they found one they preferred and purchased it consistently"
Hypothesis B - The importance of brand names for pantyhose

purchases to the respondent cannot be used to distinguish be-

tween pantyhose segments.

Tabl-e B shows the distribution of the heavy buyers by

i-mportance of brand names for pantyhose purchases to the

respondent and pantyhose purchase segments" The importance

of brand names was determined using a seven point Likert scal-e

(Äppendix 7) ranging from two extremes: rextremely important'

to rextremely unimportant'" The rating scale is fimited
because of the middle category 'uncertain'" Some respondents
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TABLE B

DTSTRTBUTTON OF THE HEAVY BUYERS BY TMPORTANCE OF BRAND NAMES FOR
PANTYHOSE PURCHASES TO THE RESPONDENT AND PANTYHOSE PURCHASE SEGMENTS

Pantyhose Purchase
Segments

High National Brand Loyal
and National Brand loyal

High Private Brand Loyal
and Private Brand Ioyal

NaLional Brand Switcher 1(1)1

Private Brand Sr¿itcher

Nationa/Private Brand
S¡sitdrer

Importance of Brand Names for Pantyhose purchases

ExLrenely Verlz Ïrr Inportant Uncertain Unìnport- Verlz Extrenely Total
Inporbant portant ar,rt Urr.inport- Uninport-

ant ant

(1) Nrrrber in parentheses equals assigned ranl<.

2(3) 1(13)

3 (13)

r (3) 7 (13)

1(34.5)

3 (34" 5)

r(22.s) 6 (34.5)

3 (34. s)

r(22"5) 9 (34"5)6 (13)

17

1(48)

1(48)

22

1(46) 1(48)

L7

3

IB

49
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may not have interpreted uncertain as being a middle neutral

category as was intended. As shown in the table, only two

respondents used the middle scale. When the Kruskal-Vüa11is

test was applied, to significant dífference r¡/as found

between importance of brand names for pantyhose purchases to

the respondent and pantyhose purchase segments. The

conclusíon was made that the importance of brand names for

pantyhose purchases of the respondent cannot be used to

distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments. Hypothesis

B was, therefore, accepted.

Examination of Personal and Purchasing Behaviour Character-

istics - No significant difference was found between the one

demographic characteristic analyzed and the pantyhose pur-

chase segments. This índicated age group of the respondent

was a poor predíctor of segment membership. Although the

indivj-dual- segments were homogeneous in purchasing behaviour,

they were not homogeneous in this one demographi-c character-

istic. No conclusion could be drawn about the other three

demographic and socj-oeconomic characteristics proposed for

analysis. The occurrence of cells with expected values lower

than five within the contingency tables for the character-

istics education of the respondent, occupation of the respon-

dent and occupation of the husband of the respondent, did

not permit statistical analysis.

A significant difference was found betrveen the purchas-

íng behaviour characteristic, degree of store shopping con-

sistency for pantyhose purchases exhibited by the respondent'
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and pantyhose purchase segments " This indicated that store

shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases may be used as

a predictor of segment membership" Tf degree of store

shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases was known, it

coul-d be predicted of which segment a consumer is a member"

Conversely, if segment membership was known, the d.egree of

store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases could be

predicted.

No significant difference was found between the pur-

chasing behaviour characteristic, importance of brand names

for pantyhose purchases to the respondent and pantyhose pur-

chase segments" This indicated that this purchasing behaviour

characteristic could not be used to predict segment member-

ship. Although different types of brands \^¡ere being pur-

chased, the importance of brand names did not differ
significantly between the segments.

The results indicated that age giroup of the respon-

dent was a poor predictor o f segment membership" One

purchasing behaviour characteristic, degree of store shopping

consistency for pantyhose purchases, could be used to deter-

mine of which segment a respondent was a member" Another

purchasing behaviour characteristic, importance of brand

names for pantyhose purchases, lras found to be a poor pre-

dictor of sesment membership.
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rn this chapter a brief review of the methods and re-
sul-ts of the study will be given. Following the review, the

conclusions and i-mplications of this study wilr be discussed"

Market segmentation is an important marketing strategy
for many products. Little market segrmentation research, how-

ever, has been done for apparel items. constant changes in
demand and fashion have made apparel manufacturers reluctant
to conduct research in this area. proper market segmentation

strategy appli-ed to apparel items may result in greater cost
savings for the firm"

Richards and sturman (1977) presented the results of
life style segmentation of an apparel item, brassieres. They

successfully applied market segmentation to their market and

this resulted in an increase in sales. They stated that pro-

per segmentation applied to the apparel industry may reduce

risks and increase sa1es.

Segmentation strategy may be useful in analy zing panty-

hose, aLso a packaged apparel item similar to brassieres" By

applying the approach of market segmentation proposed by

Bl-attberg and sen (797 4') , information may be obtained about

the existence of market segments, the size of each sec'mêr.+

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSTONS AND IMPLICATTONS



the purchasing behaviour of. the segnnent, and the marketer

may be able to predict segment membership based on consumer

characteristics .

The purpose of this study was to determine if consum-

ers of pantyhose could be segmented based on the purchasing

behaviour of private and national brands" Ninety-eight
\,l¡omen, members of an existing consumer panel in Winnipeg,

were requested to maintain a record of their pantyhose pur-
chases for six months" Of those ninety-eight women,

forty-nine were classified as light buyers and forty-nine
were classified as heavy buyers" The heavy buyers were

segmented into seven segments and one demographic and two

purchasing behaviour characteristics analyzed" The small

sample size limited the generalizations to be made" The

resul-ts, however, may be an indication of trends in the

pantyhose market"

T\,ro operationalized objectives and six hypotheses

\^iere formulated for the study. operationalized objective 1

was, "Market segrnents, based on the purchasing behaviour of
private and national brands, can be established for the con-

sumer of pantyhose". visual examination of the purchase

record sheets of the heavy buyers revealed that seven seg-

ments existed in this sample. The seven segr-rnents found were

High National- Brand Loya1, High private Brand Loyal,

National Brand Loya1, Private Brand Loyal, National Brand

switcher, Private Brand switcher and National/private Brand

Switcher 
"
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One pogsihle reason for the purchase of private brands

could. be their l-ower prices relative to natLonal brands"

The national- brands purchased by the respondents and the pri-
vate brands purchased by the respondents were, therefore,
examined. only those respondents who had purchased both

national and private brands were used in the analysis " Ap-

plication of the wilcoxon test statistic indicated that the

national brands were significantly higher priced than the

private brands. Price, therefore, may have been an influen-
tial factor in the purchase of private brands.

Operationalízed Objective 2 was, "Each consumer of
pantyhos.e can be classified. into one market segment by using

an index adapted for consumer classification". with the

use of the classification index, the cop index, each respon-

dent was classified into a category of segments and then

visually classified into an indivj-dual- segment. using the

COP index, each of the forty-nine heavy buyers. could be

classified into a category of segments, but visual examina-

tion was required to classify respondents into an individual
segrment.

Socioeconomic, demographic and purchasing behaviour

characteristics of the respondent were proposed to be

examined to determine which characteristics could be used to
distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments. Some

studies have shown that demographic and socioeconomic vari-
ables are not useful in distinguishing between market segments 

"
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The useful-ness of these characteristics for segmentation of

consumers of pantyhose, however, was further examined in

this study" The socioeconomic and demographic characteris-

tics to be examined were age group of the respondent,

education of the respondent, occupation of the respondent

and occupation of the husband of the respondent" The

purchasing behaviour characteristics examined were degree of

store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases exhibited

by the respondent and importance of brand names for panty-

hose purchases to the respondent.

Application of the Kruskal-Wallis test to the two

characteristicsr âg€ group of the respondent and importance

of brand names for pantyhose purchases to the respondent,

showed no significant differences. Using the Kruskal-Wallís

test, a significant difference \{as found between the degree

of store shopping consistency exhibited by the respondent

and pantyhose purchase segrments. The Chi-Square statistic
proposed for the characteristics, education of the respon-

dent, occupation of the respondent, and occupation of the

husband of the respondent, could not be used because of oc-

currence of cells with expected values lower than five
within the contingency tables. No conclusions could, there-
fore, be drawn for the ability of these characteristics to

distinguish between pantyhose purchase segments. The only

characteristic found in this study which may be used to

distinguish between pantyhose purchase segrnents was degree

of store shopping consístency for pantyhose purchases exhi-

bited by the respondent.
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Seven pantyhose purchase segments were found in this

study and were similar to those found by Blattberg and Sen

(I976) " Examination of the purchase record sheets showed

that pantyhose purchase segments, based on the purchasing be-

haviour of private and national brands, ilay be established"

The concept of market segrmentation for apparel i-tems should

be further examined. There may be other apparel items

where segTmentation is possible"

Richards and Sturman (1977) segmented the brassiere

market into fíve consumer segments based on life style
segmentation. The study in this report utilized the purchas-

ing of private and national brands as a segrmentation

criterion for the pantyhose market" Implementation of market

segmentation strategy for marketers of apparel may result in
g:reater cost savings for firms as found by Richards and

Sturman. The criteria for segmentation may differ depending

on the type of apparel items examined and the purchasi-ng

criteria of consumers"

Textile items , for example household linens, may be

other products where seg'mentation may be possible. Some

household 1inens are sold. under both private and national

brands, and could be segmented using the criterion in this
study. Properly applied segmentation may result in cost sav-

ings and/ot increase in sales for the manufacturer and re-

tailer "

Once market segments have been established, the problem
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arises of how to classify consumers into individual segments"
This study used the index of continuÍty of care which was

previously used in medical studies and adapted for consumer

classification in this study" The index, renamed the index

of continuity of purchase (cop), proved to be a useful_ classi-
fication technique for market segmentation" Tt is an

uncomplicated process that can easily be used by and is avai-l-
able to all marketers. use of the cop index is not time

consuming and, therefore, can be used for both small and

large consumer panels"

Each of the respondents classified as heavy buyers

coul.d be classified into one of the seven pantyhose purchase

segments. Each segment was different from another segment

in type of brands purchased, that is, private or national
brands, and degree of loyalty to a type of brand, that is,
high 1oya1, loyal or swj.tcher"

one reason private brand purchasers ma.y have purchas-

ed private brands instead of national brands could be the
l-ower cost of the private brands. rn the study conducted

by Rothe and Lamont (1973) examining national and private
brand purchasers of major a.ppli-ances, they found price to be

an influential factor in the purchasing of private brands 
"

statistical analysis of the private and national brands of
pantyhose purchased by the respondents found the national
brands to be significantly higher priced than the private
brands purchased by the respondents, price flây, therefore,
have been an influential factor in the purchasing of private
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brands 
"

The national brand purchasers may have been influenc-
ed by promotion and bel-ievedin the greater val-ue of national
brands" Tn other studies, differences have been found to
exist between national- and private brand purchasers both in
purchasing behaviour and perceptions of national and private
brands" Myers (r9G7) found that rejectors of private brands

believed j-n the greater usefulness or val_ue of national
brands. National brand buyers al-so thoughtbrand reputation
to be ímportant (Rothe and Lamont:1973)"

This study found seven pantyhose purchase segments"

The Blattberg and sen (r974) methodology applied to this
study proved useful in determining the existence of panty-
hose market segments, the size of each segiment and the pur-
chasing behaviour of each segment" More research is needed

in the pantyhose area to determine if more segmenrs exist,
for example, deal purchasers, and if the use of coupons is im-
portant" These purchasersmay be a small part of the total
pantyhose market, ho\^/ever, for some marketers they may be

an important segment. rnformation may also be obtained about

the size of each segment in relation to the total pantyhose

market. Knowledge about the purchasing behaviour of each

segment may aid the marketer in determining marketing policies 
"

with additional information segrment membership possÍbly may

be predicted based on consumer characteristics.
fn this study, the purchasing behaviour of private
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and national brands was the basis for segrmentation. More

research is needed to determine the perceptions and

importance of these types of brands to apparel purchasers.

Further research should incorporate an interview or
questionnaire on attitudes and shopping behaviour" This

may prove rel-evant to marketers in the decisíons of which

type of brand Should be used for their apparel items "

After segments have been established and consumers

crassified into segments, of interest to many marketers are

differences between the segments in personal and purchasing

behaviour characteristics" rf the differences are known,

marketing strategies may be aimed at only those segments

influenced by changes in marketing variables.
Only one demographíc characteristic, âg€ group of

the respondent, was statistically tested to determine if it
coul-d be used to distinguish between pantyhose purchase

segments" No significant difference, however, was found be-

tween the segments and this characteristic. This indicated
that age group of the respondent may not be a useful
criterion in distinguishing between pantyhose purchase seg-

ments" Myers (L967) examj_ned fifteen socioeconomic and

perceptual variabl-es and found the socio-occupational

variable to have the highest association with private brand

attitude. Rothe and Lamont (r973) also found occupation,

education and level of income distinguished between national
and private brand purchasers. Al-though no difference was
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found ín this study, additionar research needs to be con-

ducted examining the differences between national and

private brand purchasers"

of the two purchasing behaviour characteristics ex-
amined, store shopping consistency for pantyhose purchases

and importance of brand names for pantyhose purchases,

only store shopping consistency was found useful in distin-
guishing between pantyhose purchase segiments. The results
indicated that as type of brand switching increased, so did
store switching. This may prove useful to marketers when

store shopping consistency patterns of consumers are known"

rf consumers shop consistently at certain stores, they may

be loyal to a private brand or a national brand sold in that
store.

of the heavy buyers, 77.6 per cent were national brand,
private brand or national and private brand switchers of
pantyhose. Also 76"3 per cent of the brand switchers were

store switchers" They may be of interest to marketers who

are trying to establish brand loyalty or to retailers who are

tryi-ng to establish store shopping consistency. By changing

some marketing variables or emphasizing others, it may be

possible to influence consumers and develop brand loyalty or
store shopping consistency"

Marketers, if possible, should obtain information from

the brand switchers as to why they switch between brands,

whether between national brands, between private brancrs or
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between national and private brands. Information about

pantyhose purchase criteria of consumers may aid in
identifying brand loyalty patterns " Marketers of panty-

hose could promote the most important criteria in
attempts to attract consumers to their brands of panty-

hose and to establish brand loyalty.
It is also possible when brand loyalty patterns have

been established, store shopping consistency may fol1ow,

for example, with private brand buyers. Private brand

buyers prefer the private brand of a particufar store" Re-

tailers, aware of this, should determine which criteria
attract private brand buyers" Promoting the most important

criteria may attract private brand buyers to their store

and, therefore, establish both brand loyalty and store shop-

ping consistency"

Importance of brand names for pantyhose purchases

\^Ias not found useful in distinguishing between pantyhose pur-

chase segments. More research is needed in this area to

determine if relationships exist" There may be an associ-

ation between degree of loyalty to types of brands ano

importance of brand names t or there may be an association

84

between type of brand purchases and importance of brand names"

Rothe and Lamont (1973) found brand name was important to

national brand buyers, while brand and storewereimportant

to private brand buyers" This indicated there may be an

association between tvpe of brand and importance of brand

names. More research is needed examining purchasing behaviour



characteristics because they may prove to be more useful than

personal characteristics in distinguishing between pantyhose

purchase segments"

The results of this study were based on six months of

record keeping" Further segimentation research needs to be

done using a longer period of record keeping or a larger con-

sumer panel" Either or both of these may result in data

being analyzed with broader implications.

In addítion to purchase record information, informa-

tion should be obtained from consumer panel members about

their attitudes to the product under study. Tn this study,

for exampler ân attitude questionnaire may have been useful

in obtaining information about attitudes of respondents to

pantyhose and also to national and private brands. This

information would have been useful when analyzing purchasing

behaviour and might have resul-ted in more definite conclu-

sions being drawn"

Data could also be purchased from consumer panels

where a record has been kept for a long period of time" Many

consumer panels, however, only maintain records of con-

venience household products" fncreased interest by marketers

in consumer panel data of apparel may result in consumer

panel operators requesting their panel members to maintain

records of apparel purchases,

Market segmentation was found in this study to be a

viable marketíng strategy for the consumer of pantyhose.
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segmentation properly applíed to consumers of apparel items

may result in cost savings and/or increase in sales for
marketers" Market segmentation may reduce some of the risk
involved in the marketj-ng of apparel" Marketers may become

more aware of what is important to consumers and consumers

may find their needs and wants better satisfied.
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TNTRODUCTT'ON USED BY THE INTERVTEWER TN PRE-TEST

Hel-lo, I am a graduate student in the Faculty of

Home Economics at the university of Manitoba. I am con-

ducting a survey on purchasing habits of clothing items"

specifically, I am examining pantyhose purchases. would

you please fill out a short questionnaire which should

not take longer than 5 minutes to complete?

APPENDTX I

90



Instructions:

APPENDÏX 2

QUESTÏONNAÏRE ON PANTYHOSE PURCHASES
USED IN PRE-TEST

t"

2"

Please ans\iüer the following questions as accuratel-y
as possible.

Where a space is provided, please mark the appropri-
ate ans\,\ier with ( v/ ) or an (X) .

If you do not know the answer to a question, please
say "f do not knovr" and move on to the next question"
There are no "rigiht" or "wrongi" ans\^/ers, and there
are not always answers to every question.

The following information will be kept confidential
and. will not be connected with you personally in any
way.

3.

SECTION A

1" Do you \úear nylon pantyhose? YES

If YES, please proceed to question 2.

Tf NO, please return the questionnaire"
cal\z looking for pantyhose purchasers.

vt

your willingness to co-operate"

2. Do you wear nylon stockings? YES

If NO, proceed to question 3"

If YES which do vou \úear the most?

Do you \dear dresses or skirts? YES

If IO, proceed to question 4"

If YEg, how often do you wear them?

Pantyhose

Almost Always (S to 7 times a week)
Regularly (3 to 4 times a week)

NO

I am specifi-
Thank you for

NO

Stockings

NO



Often (_1 to
Occasionally
Almost never

SECT]ON B

4" On the average, how often do you buy pantyhose?

2 times a week)
(1 every 2 weeks)
(f to 2 times a month)

When you buy pantyhose, how many pairs do you usually
but at one time?

Do you usually buy more
than others?

If NO proceed. to question 7 "

If YES, please list the 4 months in which the most panty-
hose is bought.

7" Do you usually
than others?

ff NO, proceed

ff YES, please
hose is worn.

e2

pantyhose during
YES

SECTI.ON C

wear more

a

to question B"

list the 4 months

Please list the specific store (s) where you have bought
pantyhose in the past year"

some months
NO

pantyhose during
YES

If you buy most
circle the name

in which most pantv-

some months
NO

of your pantyhose at one
of the store"

store, please



9 " Please list the brand name (is) of pantyhose which you
have bouqht in the past vear:

If you mainly buy ons brand. of pantyhose, please circle
the name of the brand.

10. In which age group do You belong?

18 24 35 44 55 64

11. Are you employed outside your home? YES NO

25 34

Tf YES, what is your occupation?

THANK YOU FOR YOÜR CO-OPERATTON.

45 un 

- 

65 and over

ä?



REQUEST FOR FURTHER PARTTCTPATTON
USED TN PRE_TEST

Please indicate below if you would be willing to participate

in further research on pantyhose" You will be asked to keep

a record of your pantyhose purchases for 30 days" Your par-

ticipation would be greatly appreciated.

APPENDTX 3

Please fill in your name, address,

are willing to participate. Thank

Name

Address

Phone Number

Thank you again for your co-operation.

OA

and

you

phone number if you

in advance"



APPENDTX 4

ÏNSTRUCTTONS AND EXPLANATÏONS FOR PURCHAS]NG RECORD
USED TN PRE-TEST

Instructions:

Each time you buy pantyhose you are requested to fill il.r the at-
tached purchase record. sheet" This includes the date of
purchase, the store where purchased, price paid per pair (ex-
cluding sales tax), if they v/ere on sale or regular price,
no. of pairs purchased each time, brand name(s) and the type
of pantyhose bought. please fill out this record after each
nrrr^L - ^ ^I/ Ur UrreÞ e .

Explanations:

column 4: ff the pantyhose were on sar-e mark the 4Ll'

with an (S). rf they were regular price, that
on sale, mark the At]n column with an (R) 

"

95

Col-umn 7: For type of pantyhose mark the 7th
appropriate letter using the foll-owing guidelines:
Support (Su)
One Size Fits AII (On)
Sheer Waist to Toe (Sh)
Unpanty Pantyhose (Un)

If the above list does not
purchased, please write in
the type purchased"

f will contact you at the beginning

column

is, not

col-umn with the

include the type of pantyhose

column 7 your description of

of the record keeping



time to give any further explanations if

wish to contact me, please call 474-8137

of B: 30 L2200 and I: 30 4: 30 "

I will also contact you before I come to

chase record.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION.

needed" If You

between the hours

pick up the Pur-

Ðo



Column I

Date of PLE-
drase

APPENDIX 5

PANTYHOSE PURCHÀSE RECORD SHEET USED TN PRE-TEST

Column 2

Store rr¡hgæ

Frchaseal

Colunn 3 Column 4

Èice Paid per If
Pai¡ Sale Priæ (S)

neqular Price (R)

Column 5 Column 6 Column 7

ìùo. of Pai¡cs Bræd ì¡ane lYpe of
R¡rct¡ased Ead¡ Panþ'tæe
firre

\o\¡



APPENDIX 6

LETTER OF TNTRODUCTTON SENT TO MEMBERS OF
CONSUMER PANEL

#::."::"';:"ï:".:";ïïï^::::"ï:.ï":.::"
cular project h/ill only involve keeping a record of your

pantyhose purchases over a six month period, July to December,

1977 .

For your participation, yoü wil-l- receive ten dollars ($f0.00),

half of which will be sent to you at the end of September and

the remainder at the end of the record keeping period, in

early January.

A form wil-l be provided to record the necessary purchase in-
formation: date of purchase, store where purchased, price

paid per pair, number of pairs purchased, if they were on sale,

if a coupon \^zas used, brand name, and type of pantyhose"

Because of thel-ong term nature of the project, your willing-

ness to participate is being requested before the record

forms are sent out" The project will not involve any addition-

al questionnaires, interviews, or forms other than the above

noted record of purchase related information"

Using the form below, would you please indicate your

willingness to participate in the study and answer the ques-

tion below" Return the form in the enclosed enveïope"

Thank you for your continuing interest and co-operation"

ÏNFORMATION OF NEVü RESEARCH

THE

9B'



ACCEPTANCE FORM FOR PARTTCTPATTON AND
BRAND TMPORTANCE SCALE SENT TO MEMBERS

OF THE CONSUMER PANEL

YES, I am willing to participate in the purchase re-
cord research related to pantyhose during the six
month period, JulY - December, 1977 "

NO, f do not wish to ParticiPate-

APPENDTX 7

sign or initial

IF YOU ANSWERED YES, would you please answer the following
question by placing an rrxtr in the appropriate box which
best expresses your question:

When you purchase pantyhose, how important is the
brand name to You?

Extrernely
Inportant

tlll
veqy
Inport-
^-+dtL

99

r-_-lII
ïæort-
ant

n
Uncertain

ttll
Uninport-
dlL

Very Un-
inport-
ant

r-ï
L_l

E>(treme
Uninpor
ant

1y
t-



APPENDTX 8

TNSTRUCTION SHEET SENT TO MEIqBERS OF
CONSUMER PANEL

fnstr,ucti,ons:

Each time that you buy pantyhose, please fill in the attach-

ed purchase record sheet according to the instructions given

below" Since accuracy is most important in keeping purchase

records, please try to fill in the information as soon as

possible after the purchase. Where possible, keep the sales

slips in the envelope provided to send in with the completed

purchase record"

Explanations of Tnformation Required

]MPORTANT:

100

Date of Purchase: Record the month and the day of purchase"

Store Ï{here Purchased: Record the name of the store where
the pantyhose lrere purchased"

PACKAGE INFORMATION: (This information should be taken di-

For each package (whether the package con-
tains one pair or more than one pair) make
a separate record of each purchase " Tf,
for example r yoü purchased four pair of
pantyhose packaged individually, record
each separately" You may use ditto marks
to índicate 2nd, 3rd, and 4th identical

Name

Type

purcrìases 
"

of

of

Brand: Record the brand name from the package.

Pantyhose: The type/styIe of pantyhose indicated on
the packaqe"

Fit All,/Si zed :

rectly from the package. )

FTT ALL indicates that the Pantvhose are
"one size fits al-l".

STZED indicates that the pantyhose were
sized t e.g" S"M.L", etc"



Number of Pairs
in Package;

Price per Packagie:

PURCHASE CTRCUMSTANCES :

Regular Price or
Sale Price

Coupon Used or
Other

Indicate the number of pairs of panty-
hose contained in the package"

Give the price for the package"

Record here if you paid the regular price
or if you purchased these panLyhose
under special circumstances such as a
sale or special offer situation" If
the categories do not apply to the situ-
ation under which you purchased the
pantyhose (such as buy two pair and get
one free), please check "Other" and
make a brief note indicatinq the terms
of the r:urchase.

Thank you for your co-operation.

NOTE:

101

NOTE: The instruction sheet was sent each month of the
study to each member of the consumer panel partici-
pating in the study.

If the pantyhose lvere a gift, in-
dicate this by checking the
"other" column and write "Gift",
then complete as much of the
other information as possible in
the appropriate columns.



Date fype
of Store of
Purdnse tlhere Nare of Panty-

þ. Def Purd¡ased Brard hose

PÀgGGE INFOR$ATIOÈ¡ PTJRC¡ASE INFORtßficnI

APPENDIX 9

PANTYHOSE PURCHÀSE RECORD SHEET USED IN FINÀT STUDY

Fit
À11 Sized

()or1¡
()or()
()or1¡
()or1¡
()or1¡
()or()
()or()
()or()
()or1¡
()or()
()or()
()or()
()or1¡
()or()
()or()
()or()
()or¡¡

Nurber of Price
Pairs in per
tle Pack- PacJcage
age

Regular Sale Coçcn Used Other
Price Priæ (please spcify)

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or

() or
() or

()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
(lor ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()
()or ()

P

tv



REQUEST NOTE FOR RETURN OF PREVTOUS MONTHIS RECORD SHEET
SENT TO MEMBERS OF THE CONSUMER PANEL

APPENDTX 10

Please return last month's

''PANTYHOSE PURCHASE RECORD SHEET''

in the stamped return envelope.

103

Thank yoü,



TMPORTANT:

APPENDIX 11

REQUEST FORM SENT TO MEMBERS OF
THE CONSUMER PANEL TN SEPTEMBER

The enclosed 'tPantyhose purchase Record sheet" is for
the month of october, the fourth in the series of six.

There are several respondents who have not yet return-
ed the July and/or the August record sheets. This makes it
very difficult to determine whether these respondents have

chosen not to participate, have forgotten, or have not
returned them because they had made no purchases" For data

analysi-s to proceed, it is most important that a1l- of the
record sheets be returned or that we have some indication of
why they were not returned.

Also' several respondents have expressed concern that
they are not making a sufficient number of purchases to
be of value to the research and have expressed willingness
to be removed from the study. This point in time would seem

to be an appropriate point for the researchers to make the
decisions about removing non-purchasers from the sample"

The enclosed questionnaire will- help us make those decisions"
PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM AND RETURN IT ALONG WITH YOUR

SEPTEMBER RECORD SHEET

upon receipt of your september form (providing that we

have forms for July and August) and the brief questionnaj_re

regarding projected purchases, you will receive S5"00 payment

LA4



for the three month reporting period. fn this retter we

will also i.ndicate to you whether or not your continued
participation (october, November, December) will be required"

Thank you for your participation during the past re-
porting period" The return rate has been over goz and the
data for the most part quite complete"

105



APPENDIX L2

PANTYHOSE PURCHASE ESTTMATE FORM SENT TO
MEI4BERS OF THE CONSUMER PANEL

Please return this form with your September "pantyhose pur-
chase Record" "

over the next three months, october, November, and December,

I would estimate that I will likely be purchasing:

None

1 to 2 pairs

3 to 4 pairs

5 to 6 pairs

7 or more pairs

of pantyhose, (not knee-highs or anklets) "

NOTE: This is only an estj-mate and in no \^zay should be read

as a contract to buy this many. We simply need to
have some "gfuess" as to whether or not you will be

buying a sufficient number of pantyhose in order to
meet the requirements of the research design. Thank

you.

106



APPENDTX 13

ELIMTNATION LETTER AND RECETPT FOR,}4 SENT TO
MEMBERS OF THE CONSUMER PANEL

T MP ORTANT T NF O x-ma-T T ON :

l_" Enclosed with this ]etter is $5"00 payment for the

Pantyhose Purchase Record sheets for the months of

July, August, and September. As indicated in the

last letter, some members of the panel will have to

be eliminated from this study due to insufficient
purchases. Since a number of purchases are needed

in order to effectively evaluate purchase patterns,

some purchase records will not be useable" Follow-

ing you will find the appropriate box checked as to

whether or not you are to contínue in this research

for the remaininq three months.

L07

Research number:

2.

Please continue
records for the
and December"

PLEASE COMPT,ETE THE RECEIPT OF -PAYMENT form below and

return in the envelope provided (along with the

September purchase record for those who are continuing)

Thank you again for your assistance to date and a

special thank you to those whose participation had to

Please do not continue.
participation to date.

keeping pantyhose purchase
months of October, November,

Thank you for your



terminated at this point in the study.

APPENDTX 13 CONTTNUED

Subject No"

f have received payment of $5"00 for my pantyhose

Purchase Record sheets for the months of Ju1y,

August, and September.

108

date

--f nîtïãï-



RE:

A.PPENDIX

REQUEST FORM SENT TO
CONSUMER PANEL

PLEASE RETURN THE DECEMBER PANTYHOSE PURCHASE RECORD TN THE

ENVELOPE PROVIDED"

THTS IS THE FTNAL MONTH OF THE SURVEY. UPON RECEIPT OF
YOUR DECEMBER RECORD SHEET (and other outstanding sheets
if there are any) YOU VIILL BE SENT THE $S"00 FOR THE THREE
MONTHS OF OCTOBER, NOVEMBER, AND DECEMBER"

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO_OPERATTON OVER THE PAST SIX MONTHS.
THE RESPONSE TIAS BEEN EXCEPTTONAL, BOTH IN REL]ABTLTTY OF
RETURNS AND RECORD KEEPTNG.

December Pantyhose Purchase Records

74

MEMBERS OF
fN ]JANUARY

109

December 1977 "



APPENDTX 15

FTN.AL RECETPT FORM SENT TO MEMBERS
OF THE CONSUMER PANEL

Subject No"

T have received final payment of $5" 00 for my

Pantyhose Purchase Record sheets for the months

of October, November, and December, 1977 "

date

110

ffi



APPENDÏX

EXAMPLES TMPLEMENTTNG THE ]NDEX

Respondent
Number

101

r02

103

r04

105

106

L07

Number of
l-23

500
4L0

320

31t_

221

2Lt_

1l_l_

I6
OF CONTINUÏTY OF PURCHASE

Brands
45

00

00

00

00

00

10

Maximum Value of fndex
Minimum Value of Index

Total
Amount
Purchased

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

'f I a
_{-"f l_

Tndex

1
I

^

"1

.60

"40

"30

.20

.10

0



SHTP}ÍENTS OF GOODS OF OW}r Þ{.ANUFACTURE FOR TOTAL
HOSTERY, PANTYHOSE, SHEER MESH AND PLATN

sTocKrNGS, STPðTCH STOCKINGS,.
ÀND SUPPORT STOCKINGS

14,ooo,

lS,ooo,ooo

¡2,OOO,O

APPE}¡DTX T7

I I,OOO,OOO

lo,ooo,ooo

g,ooo,ooo

I,OOO,OOO

7,OOO,OOO

6,OOO,OOO

5,OOO,OOO

4,OOO,OOO

3,OOO,OOO

2,OOO,OOO

TL2

l,æo,ooo
Shipments of
9-*dr-of own O
Manufocture - 1960
( doz. prs. l

SOURCE :

Slotistics Conodo:
Knitting Mills 

'34 -2t5

t965

S heer Mesh + Ploin

t970 t975



APPENDTX 18

SUMMARY OF DEMOGRAPHTC AND SOCTOECONOM]C
CHARACTERTST]CS OF THE ORTGTNAL SAMPLE

Distribution
Respondent

Nu'nber of Respondents

l-" The age group was not

of the Original Sample

Distribution of
the Respondent.

Age Group

20-24 25-29

732

availabl-e for one

Sone or Sone or professional_
Ccnplete Ccrnplete School
High Sctrool Universitlz

Nr¡rber of Respondents 33 45 lB

1. The 1evel of education was not available for two respondents.

by Age Group of the

the Original Sample by Level of Education of

of the Respondent

30-34 35-39 40-49

lt_ 3

Distribution of the original- sample by occupation of the Re-
spondent

44

responderrt"

Level of Education of Respondent

l1

lftmber of Respondents 5 lI 4 2OZ

1. Seventy-two women were unemployed and one respondent a student.2" The occupation was not availabre for five respondents.

Total

97t

Occupation of the Respondenta

Professional Sales or Skilled,
or Business Cl-erical Se¡ni-skilled
Executive People or unskil_led

\4¡O1.Kef

Total

96t



Distribution of the Original Sample b1z Occupation of the Hus-
band 'of the Responde,nt'"

Occupation of ttre Husband of thre Respondent

Professional Sal-es or Skilled, Total
or Business Clerical Semi-skilled
Executive People or unskilled

Worker
lü¡rber of respondents 54 20 23 97-,

1. The occr4>ation of tJ:e husband of tJle respondent was not available for
one respondent

APPENDIX 18 CONTTNUED

Il4



DÏSTR]BUTTON OF
THE RESPONDENT

Pantyhose Purdlase
Segnents

High National Brand l,oyal
and National Brand Loyal

High Private Brand Ioyal
and Private Brand loyal

National Brand S¿itclrer

Private Brand Svitcher

Nationa/Private Brand
Sivitcher

TO]AL

APPENDIX 19

TABLE 1
THE HEAVY BUYERS BY OCCUPATION OF
AND PANTYHOSE PURCFTASE SEGMEI\]TS

Occr-rpation,

Professional Sales or
or Business Clerical-
B<ecutive People

1. The occupation was not availabre for two respondents,
2. No skilled, semi-skill_ed r or unskilled workers"
3" fncl-udes one student"

l.Lf

0

1

0

Hcnernaker
and Other,

I

1

0

2

1

0

4

Total

5

11

J

16

7

t5

1B

d7.,1



APPENDTX 19 CONTTNUED

TABLE 2

DÏSTRTBUT]ON OF THE HEAVY BUYERS BY LEVEL OF
EDUCATTON OF THE RESPONDENT AND

PANTYHOSE PURCIIASE StrG.I11E],:ITS

Ievel of Education
Sone and Scne and professional TbtalPantyhose Purchase ccnplete ccnplete sclroo1segments Higñ soroor uniìzersidz

Ifi-gh National Brand Ioya] 1 I Z 4and National Brand Loyal

High Private Brand Loyal 3 g I Iand Private Brand Loyal

NationalBrandS¡¡itchrer 5 g : 16

Prir¡ateBrands¡uitclrer 2 t 0 :
NationafrivateBrand B I 2 tlS¡vitcher

TOTAI 19 20 8 ¿t-'l

1" The level of education was not avai_labre for two respon-dents.

116



DÏSTRTBUTTON OF THE HEAVY BUYERS BY OCCUPATTON OF THE
HUSBAND OF THE RESPONDENT AND

PANTYHOSE PURCHASE SEGMENTS

Pantyhose Purchase
Segnents

High National_ Brand Loyal
and National_ Brand Loyal

High Private Brand Ioyal
and Private Brand Ioyal

National- Brand Søitchrer

Private Brand S¡vitctrer

Nationa/Private Brand
S¡¡itcher

TOTAL

1" The occupation of the

APPEND]X T9 CONTÏNUED

TABLE 3

Professional
and Business
Executive

I

/l
=

6

3

Sales and
Clerical
People

1

L17

Skilled,
Ssni-skilled
or unskilled
Vüorker

0

1
I

0

11

9

25

husband was not ar¡ailable for

Total

z

6

0

7

76

3

418
L2 ABt

one respondent"


